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ANDREW THOMSON
The Cord
On September 23, after a period of quiet negotiations with Waterloo
City Council, the administration announced they had purchased
Seagram Stadium for the low price of one dollar.
It seemed appropriate that the Stadium was returning to the
venerable institution for which it had been built. WLU would have its
own stadium, and the prestige and benefits that entails.
The sale was conditional though. WLU could rename Seagram,
but nothing that was offensive to U of W, because they'll continue to
play there for the next few years at least. The Stadium must continue
to serve the Waterloo public, for local sporting events and the like.
If WLU fails to live up to its end of the bargain then WLU gets its
money back and has to cough up the field.
Lauder is undertaking a projected renovation plan of just over
four million dollars.
The process is gradual and incremental; no money will actually be
paid before the spring of '93, and will continue into the middle of the
decade.
What was decided was that three million dollars should be raised
through a campaign. Responsible for the campaign is the
STRATEGIC PLANNING COMMITTEE: Fundraising for
Seagram's Stadium.
The committee includes such familiar names as President Weir,
Dean Nichols, CIAU coach of the year Rich Newbrough, and
WLUSU President Nick Jiminez.
Their Case Statement targets alumni for $1.75 million, corpora-
tions for $800,000, Friends for $175,000, foundations for $150,000
and Faculty, Staff, and Students for $125,000.
The chief item on the list is a new field of artificial turf. Estimates
vary as to its cost but the figure on the minds of those who decide
such matters is approximately 2.5 million dollars. There will also be
new dressing rooms, and a revamped athletic training centre, and
work on the press box to name a few areas of improvement.
The issue confronting the Student body is whether or not to finan-
cially commit to taking a part in the renovation through an organized
effort, such as an addition to student fees.
Once again there is no concrete agenda, but a suggestion is that
the amount would be roughly $10 per student, maybe divided into 3
installments over the next 3 years.
To this end an ad hoc committee has been formed from the BOD.
The committee was given the directive to come up with an action
plan that would outline how the Student Body would be informed of
the issue, their opinions registered and a response given.
The report was tabled list Friday to the approval of the BOD.
The initial steps are to uiarket the issues of Seagram, distribute a
fact sheet, approach the Cord about running a series of articles on the
issues, holding an open forum and then taking a survey to find the
results.
Among the smorgasbord of issues to be explored could be the
role the students will play in future administration of the Stadium.
A document entitled Strategy, Campaign Materials and Require-
ments was written so that certain key donors would see formal ar-
chitectural plans and budget costs for die project.
It was mentioned at the Wednesday January 15 meeting of the adThe Hawks were rejected big time!
Story on page 21. pic: Jen Kuntz
Rain Reigns
KEVIN WATSON
Cord Entertainment
The Laurier audience's cry for
precipitation was answered as
WLU's own Pray For Rain
stormed through Wilf s Saturday
night.
To try and compare this band
to any other is difficult. I suppose
the word "unique" would best de-
scribe the experience of seeing
this band perform, particularly
with respect to bassist lan Torres.
When Torres is not chatting
up the audience, or bobbing wild-
ly to the beat, he, along with
guitarist Steve Halvargson and
drummer Jamie Forsythe provide
a tight rhythm section. Key-
boardist B.J. Everhart, and sax
players Carl Berger and Rob
Fenton are notable musicians in
their own right. Although they are
all solid musicians, the band vo-
cals leave something to be
desired. Maybe this was a result
of the constant mic problems dur-
ing the first set.
The unique quality of this
band gives it a definite edge over
others. Rather than regurgitating
note for note old cover tunes,
they offer altered versions of
cover tunes mixed with some
very original material. Their
original about Cheer's Lylith
Crane being the hottest woman
on the planet is just such an ex-
ample. Their different approach
to music has already earned them
a small amount of success. They
are featured on last year's CFNY
modern music talent search al-
bum."This big break has helped
them acquire gigs over other
bands", said Torres, "because it
impresses the bar owners."
After seeing endless bands
who are too caught up in either
performing their music or them-
selves it was refreshing to witness
a band that not only performs,
but entertains as well. Audience
participation is built into their act,
with such things as guest
audience singers, and guessing
B.J. Everhart's impersonation
(Congratulations to wh <mever
guessed Stan Smenge).
A word should be said about
the opening band Foolsbus. The
vocal stylings of lead singer Bob
Cave are a mix between Gord
Downie of the Tragically Hip and
Joe Cocker. Since bassist Ed
Rusk was absent (lan Torres
stepped in) it is hard to judge this
band. Although not as entertain-
ing or unique as Pray For Rain,
they are a band to look out for.
Watch for both of these bands
to be featured on the upcoming
Musician Network album.pic: Kevin Watson
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The Cord is looking forward to Spring Break so badly it would
make your head swim. Please submit Letters to the Editor typed and
double-spaee4 by Monday at 3:00 pm for the following publication. We
only print letters that bear the author's teal name, telephone number,
and I.D. number (if applicable), but we won't print this stuff if you don't
want us to All submissions become the property of The Cord and we
reserve the right to edit and refuse any submissions, and see if we don't.
Furthermore, The Cord will not print anything considered to be sexist,
racist or homophobic in nature by the staffas a voting body, or which is
in violation of our code of ethics or creed, unless there's some Compelling
reason why %e should. %
Cord subscription rates are $10.00 per term for addresses within
Canada and $13 outside the country. Hey, it's worth it.
t The offices of The Cord ire covered in waxy paper scraps on the
2nd floor of the Tim Brown Haggis With Gravy Building. The Cord is
printed by theprompt people at the CambridgeReporter.
8 The Cord is published once a week unless WI.USU decides to give
& week offagain. The Cord is a member of the Ontario Community
Newspaper Association, and I s don't care what you know-it-alls say,
Northern Exposure is too a good show. Nothing like that Twin Peaks
crapola, thank you very muchly.
Copyright (c) 1991 by WLU Student Publications, 75 University
Ave. West, Waterloo, Ontario, N2L 3C5. No part of this publication spaybe reproduced without permission of the Editor-in-Chief.
Jeepers, but my fingernails are dirty.
EDITORIAL PAGE
Editorial:
I lost my virginity to OSAP
When I first obtained an application for OSAP, I was unaware that I had opened my life to turmoil, topressure, and to the violation of my own person. I thought that all they wanted was friendship; I was in-nocent and naive. Little did I know that I would be left feeling used and dirty as a result of my rela-tionship with the OSAP office.
I applied for OSAP in late June of *91.1 was told by the OSAP office that this would be sufficient time for
my application to be processed and I could look forward to a cheque in September. After a wonderful summer I
returned to register, with the expectation of receiving that cheque, which would allow me to pay for one more
year of education.
When I asked for it, I was informed that they had not received my application. Very nice. I was further in-
formed that some applications are lost in the mail every year.
Well, I understood that this was no fault of theirs and such things do happen and are a part of life. They sug-
gested that I reapply to OSAP "right away". I mentioned that without OSAP my current budget would last me one
month. They again suggested that I reapply to OSAP "immediately".
So I did. Two weeks later they sent a letter to my parents informing them that they needed a notice as to why
I was not living at home, in order to determine whether or not I should be awarded "cost of living on my own ex-
penses". My mother sent the letter in promptly.
Two weeks later, I returned to the OSAP office to find out what stage of the process my application was at. I
approached the desk and was asked for my I.D. number. The lady punched it into the computer and stared at the
screen.
She told me that my application had been sent back to my parent's address. I told her things didn't sound
right and that what the OSAP office had sent was a notice explaining that my parents should send in a letter
giving reasons for me not living there. She looked back at the computer screen for a while and then said "Oh,
right".
"Well, did you get the letter?" I asked. She told me that she would get my file and find out. She opened the
large gray cabinet and looked under the M's.
Hmmmmmmmmmm.. .not there.
She began to look about the office...on desks...in boxes...behind the door...under the coffee maker..."We
seemed to have lost your file" she said.
I asked her if I should reapply "right away". She told me that I needn't do that. She was sure that my file
would turn up in a few days or so. I gave them three weeks before checking in on things again.
This time a different secretary was happy to serve me. I'm not sure if 'serve' is the correct verb. I gave her
my I.D. number and I could not believe what happened next. She pulled the-file's-not-under-the-coffee-maker-I-
seem-to-have-misplaced-your-file routine. I don't consider myself materialistic. I understand that money is not the
important thing in life since it can only buy material goods.
Like food.
The secretary told me that they would call me as soon as they located my file. By this time I realized that I
was into this relationship far too deeply, but that it was too late to pull out. I made an emergency phone call to one
of those people who lends money in such situations: my grandfather. This produced enough money for necessities
for first term, however, it was quite evident that I would not be able to have a social life ~ except for my rela-
tionship with the OSAP office.
Indeed, a few days later I received a phone call saying that they had found my file, had awarded me cost of
living on my own expenses, and had sent it off to Thunder Bay (where the government processes all applications
for OSAP), and I could expect to "get it" in six to eight weeks. (Note: as far as I know the only university in the
Thunder Bay area is Lakehead. The overwhelming majority of universities and colleges are in the bottom half of
the province. So why do they have the main OSAP office way up in Thunder Bay when they could have a more
central office in Southwestern Ontario — and screw everybody from a much shorter distance?)
Over the six week waiting period I did "get it", and a lot more than I had anticipated. Many of my friends
were also "getting it"from the same place I was. Lost files were common, but what hurt me the most was what a
companion told me had been said by the OSAP office behind my back. He told me that he had overheard one sec-
retary say to another "You know what these kids do? They rip-off OSAP when they don't even need it and then
use the money to vacation in Florida."
I was crushed. I'm sure this sort of thing does happen, but not in my case, and certainly not in the cases of
the people that I knew who had applied for OSAP.
After six weeks I went to see if, by some act of god, my OSAP had arrived. Nope..."it will probably take
eight weeks". Two weeks later still no OSAP...and no more money in the bank. The OSAP office introduced me
to their close friend, "emergency loans". I got a $200 dollar one for that month's rent.
And next month's, and the next month's, and then one for the month after that. I thought that for sure my
OSAP would be in by Christmas (I was still somewhat naive). On the last day before the office closed for the hol-
idays I went to check things out.
I was informed that there was a problem with my file in Thunder Bay. Perfect. Merry Lose-your-virginity
Christmas.
I went back to the office on January 9th. Once again a secretary was happy to "serve" me. She punched in my
student number and told me that my OSAP had not arrived. What was I supposed to do? I asked tc see my file. I
"got it" - in horror I watched as she began rummaging about the room. I watched in more horror as other secre-
taries left what they were doing to help her. The file had vanished.
Then the only secretary who had not left her chair asked (as I'm sure she does quite often) "Which file are
you looking for?". She had my file on her desk and was on the phone with Thunder Bay discussing my problem
(the one I had been informed of almost two weeks before). When she got off the phone she told me what the prob-
lem was: someone in Thunder Bay had punched one of my parent's social insurance numbers in wrong. One of
the other secretaries tried to console me. "We've had quite a few problems like that this year". I was told not to
expect my OSAP any sooner than two weeks.
I am not whining because I'm poor and would like to eat something other than air. I'm whining because I see
some definite problems with OSAP, from my own experience and from the experiences of my friends. Why is the
OSAP office in Thunder Bay? Why does the government hire dolts who can't type?
One possible answer is that the government bogs down the process by hiring incompetent workers so they
won't have to dole out as much money.
I'll be very, very glad when my OSAP arrives for this year. I don't think I'll "get it" anymore.
Editorial by Dave Marcus, Scene Editor
The opinions expressed in this editorial are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of the rest of The Cord,
but ifthey seemfamiliar to you, rest assured you do have our sympathy. Just don't ask usfor money.
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COMMENT
USA: prodigal son?
Dear Editor,
I was never truly free until I
moved out of my father's house.
Even when I wasn't home, I went
by his rules. The rules of his
house seemed stupid and un-
necessary but they were strictly
enforced. Being the oldest, I al-
ways had to be the first to try the
new rules about everything. I can
now proudly say that I have
broken every one of the rules, my
father ever gave me, that I did not
like. But I did agree with some of
the rules, as well as the way the
rules were enforced. For my
dad's life these rules were very
important for without them his
world would have fallen apart.
The only problem was that in his
world there was no room for my
growth so his only solution was
to try and suppress my growing
up. Sorry dad, I'm an adult now.
England has been considered
the mother country for nations all
over the globe. The United States
was like a young son proclaiming
his independence from his mother
and there was no father to keep
him in check. Canada, too,
claimed it's independence but
more like a sister because she was
too close to her mother to break
away totally. Now the United
States has claimed that he is ma-
ture enough to become the ruler,
not because the rest of the family
wants that, but because the rest of
the family is too scared to do any-
thing about it. Well the only one
who stood up to me was my sister
and I propose that we as Cana-
dians are in a better position to
stop the U.S.A. from forcing their
will around the globe.
The United States is supposed
to be the most democratic and so-
cially perfect nation in the world.
At least that is what it is if you
ask any of them, so instead why
don't we ask other members of
our family. Why not ask someone
from Iraq? All they did was take
over a much smaller, weaker
country that was right beside
them. Nothing but evolution in
terms of historical records. But
someone who loved across the
ocean decided that they didn't
like this and cam over with huge
armies with incredible weapons
and they began to kill them in the
night. Ask someone from the
Soviet Union. They had to
sacrifice large amounts of labour
and energy just to keep up with
the Jones family next door and
now they are starving and killing
each other because their plan
didn't work.
Now ask someone in Canada
and you will get an entirely dif-
ferent answer. About the worst
thing we have done, except
destroy our environment, is when
Ben Johnson got caught using
steroids. In fact, the last time we
independently declared war, it
was against the United States.
We, as a country, have a lot from
others because instead of telling
others what to do we try to help
them do what they want to do.
But, alas, we are not perfect, but
that does not stop us from trying.
In the movie The Blues
Brothers, Dan Akroyd says,
"We're on a mission from God,"
and this holds true for everyone. I
know who my god is, and you
might know yours, but if the
United States don't soon realize
who their god might be, then it
may be too late for all of us.
Sincerely,
Ted Smith
Son of a gun
Dear Editor,
I would like to take this space to congratulate the new undisputed
WWF World Heavyweight Champion, the REAL world champion,
Ric Flair. It did not come as a shock to anyone that this former WCW
champion walked away with professional sports' most prestigious
title. May Flair's reign be long and illustrious, and may the champion
bring the WWF to new heights never before seen. Congratulations,
quick Ric! "To be the man, you've got to beat the man!"
Woooooooooowww!
Martin "Never-been-Champ-myself Walker
CEREBELLA by Ryan Feeley To t>G VGPIJ blunt, I
want more cartoons.
In fact, I want ijours.
Draw it and give it to
me now. Thank IjOU,
.The Editor. >
VOCAL CORD
SPEAK AND BE SEEN
by Thomas Szeibel
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University Life by Kevin Watson
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"Walk Home" conning soon
JASON WATERS
The Cord
Wilfrid Laurier University has
been grantedabout $23,000 to be
used to improve on campus safety
measures against sexual and
physical assault.
Several members of the Stu-
dents' Union feel that the stu-
dents have been cheated by the
administration.Their concerns are
about a promised $2000 that has
turned up missing.
«hmM Wwumum \
have bean
cheated *ar *>»
The Ministry of Colleges and
Universities told Laurier it would
be granted funds based on a pack-
age proposed by the University.
There were two groups in-
volved in creating the funding
proposal. The first was the
CFAAA (Committee For Action
Against Assault) which is made
up of Students' Union members,
faculty and other concerned
Laurier individuals.
The group wanted funds to be
allocated for a walk home pro-
gram titled "Foot Patrol".
The patrol is to start on the
first day of September of this
year. The group also wanted an
awareness campaign financed.
The other body, the administra-
tion, pushed for emergency tele-
phones such as those found about
the campuses of some larger uni-
versities.
Originally, the administration
wanted total funding to go to the
telephones. The CFAAA and the
Students' Union argued that
money should also be directed to
preventative measures such as in-
creasing awareness of the prob-
lem of campus assault and to
providing a walk home program.
A package was proposed for
about $23,000. Around $2800
was to go to an awareness
campaign, over $1000 to "Foot
Patrol" and the rest to the tele-
phones.
Students' Union VP Univer-
sity Affairs Jeff Bowden ex-
panded on the problem of the
missing funds.
Bowden said that Students'
Union president Nick Jimenez
was verbally assured by WLU VP
Finance and Administration Dr.
Berczi, that an allotment of
$10,400 would be proposed for
the walk home program.
In reality $8,000 was pro-
posed. The extra went to the tele-
phones.
Bowden said that the Stu-
dents' Union had nothing in writ-
ing that guaranteed them the
$10,400. Bowden felt angry that
it is necessary to require more
than the administration's verbal
word.
The responsibility is now on
the Students' Union to come up
with the extra $2,000 in order to
finance the program.
License expired
JASON WATERS
The Cord
As of Monday, January 20, 1992,
upon entering one of the several
passenger elevators one would
find, after a brief examination
that the elevating device licenses
had expired five days ago.
The licenses, issued on Janu-
ary 1, 1991 are no longer valid as
of January 15.
One might suspect that the
university department in charge
of the licensing had simply over-
looked the renewal. However,
this is not the case.
When it comes to such
specifics, the Laurier administra-
IStt
a January 1,1991
are m longer valid...
tumaifa arrive
too late,
tion is a victim of a much larger
bureaucracy.
Ron Dupuis, director of
Physical Plant and Planning, said
that Laurier is supposed to
receive its renewed licenses be-
fore the old ones expire. Un-
fortunately the new licenses
usually arrive too late.
This does not mean that the
elevators and escalators are il-
legally in operation said Dupuis.
He said that it is legal for the
school to keep them running until
told otherwise.
Spot checks are made by the
Waterloo Building Inspector's
Office. If the inspectors find in-
valid licenses, they may decide to
shut the devices down.
To keep the elevators up to
government standards, the univer-
sity contracts a company which
makes monthly service and safety
checks.
Poster abusive
CATHY-JO NOBLE
The Cord
A poster advertising Hollywood
Jeans was removed from the
Torque Room last Thursday after
a student claimed the poster
showed abuse.
The poster was part of the
digital display located in the
cafeteria. The ad displayed a man
holding a woman, the woman's
hands were covering her one eye.
A male Laurier student ap-
proached Business Operation
Manager, Tim Hranka with his
complaint.
"The student felt that the way
the woman was being held in
combination with the positioning
of her hands suggested that she
just endured some physical
abuse," explained Hranka.
The poster was then removed
from the display by Students'
Union VP Media and Communi-
cations, Martin Walker and VP
Student Activity Mark Rittinger.
Walker explained that they
proceeded to conduct a survey in
the Torque Room of about 15 stu-
dents to see what other reactions
to the ad existed. They asked first
what the people saw in the poster
and then if they saw violence
towards women displayed in the
ad.
Walker said that the respon-
dents did not see any problems
with the poster or that it sug-
gested any violence.
They then took the ad to the
Operation Management Board to
ask what they thought, explained
Walker. The results were the
same as the survey; no problem
was seen with the ad.
Walker said that due to the
response of the survey and the
board the ad is being put back up
in the Torque Room and will
remain there unless any other
complaints are heard. "If more
complaints result then we may
have to ask Hollywood for a dif-
ferent poster," said Walker.
Abusive? Apparently not.
pic: Sheldon Page
Date rape at WLU
CAREY WATERS
The Cord
The date rape semimir held last
Thursday afternoon in the Central
Teaching Building did not attract
many interested participants.
The group consisted of a
handful of female students even
though the event had been posted
during the week. The low at-
tendance was unfortunate as the
seminar was honest and thought-
provoking.
The discussion group was
organized by Personal Councillor
Marilyn Goodbrand and Student
Life Coordinator Fran
Wdowczyk.
The discussion quickly passed
beyond the well-emphasized
statistics and pamphlet facts into
a deeper analysis. The questions
of why the problem exists and if
date rape is in fact a real issue at
Laurier were discussed.
Most of the participants
agreed that date rape is a serious
problem at Laurier.
"I think part of the problem
stems from the general environ-
ment of this school," one
participant declared. "Due to the
conservative atmosphere there is
a lot of denial."
Wdowczyk commented, "I was
hoping that some males would at-
tend." Although there were none
present at the seminar, the male
perspective was examined
through a narrative exercise.
The focus was to see men not
purely as the enemy, but to try
and understand their view as well.
It became apparent that the issue
of date rape is not as black and
white as some people may want
to believe.
A lack of communication was
suggested as being a greater vil-
lain in some cases than any one
violent person.
Another controversial factor
examined during the discussion
was the proposed law stating that
a woman must give obvious and
complete consent before inter-
course. There was a differing of
opinion on this issue.
Assault scene from Dressed to AC/// (1980).
NEWS
Off-cams: Really annoyed
INGRID NEILSON
The Cord
First year council and off campus
students met on Wednesday, Jan-
uary 15 during the Off Campus
Forum, to deal with the concerns
and complaints felt by non-
residence students.
Concerns expressed by the
off-cam students included the
Christmas residence formal, iso-
lation during Frosh week, and the
general lack of information
throughout the year. This lack of
information was seen as exclud-
ing the off-cam students from op-
portunities to meet other students.
The Christmas residence for-
mal is seen by off campus stu-
dents as an example of segrega-
tion.
The formal was put on for
residence students at Laurier, and
if off campus students wished to
attend, they had to go with a
residence student. Off campus
students want this changed so that
all first year students will be in-
vited.
"By not letting us go to the
formal with whomever we
choose, we are being treated
equal to a student from Western
or Queens, or any other outside
university," said Sara Cook, a
non-residence student.
If that s what
vmi wttitt 6tiJVll VvflUltt KM
NMHNHni
Mike Belanger, head of hous-
ing at WLU, could not attend the
forum. Chris Dodd was present to
represent the housing office.
"When it comes to the Christ-
mas formal, or any other
residence formal, it is a matter of
liability.", says Dodd, "The for-
mal was always this way, and
that's just the way it is."
When complaints were then
lodged about the way residence is
decided, lottery versus based on
grades, Dodd responded, "That's
not going to change. If that's
want you want, go to Western."
Suggestions were made that
the non-residence students could
organize their own formal, or if
they felt they had a strong enough
case, they can go before the Inter-
Residence Council (IRC) and
voice their complaint.
Another issue discussed was
Frosh week. Off-cam Frosh felt
that not enough effort was taken
to include them in the events.
They referred to dons knocking
on residence doors to encourage
the students to come out, and the
fact that Frosh teams were
organized mostly by floors,
whereas off campus students
were scattered with no regards to
where they live.
"At the end of Frosh week, I
a
went back to my apartment and
barely saw any of the people I
met on my Frosh team again.
When class started, I felt like I
was starting all over again," says
Meredith Morino, another off-
cam student
The concern, they feel, lies
with next year's Frosh. It was
proposed that next year, they
organize off campus teams and
have volunteers designated as
dons/ice breakers for these new
off campus students. Whether or
not these off campus dons would
be provided with any monetary
benefits was not decided.
With regards to the lack of in-
formation, council and students
came to the idea of putting up
bulletin boards in the off campus
buildings, such as the one at m
King Street N.
When things came to a close
council and students had agreed
to many things, but mostly tomore communication and more
co-operation. According to Chris-
tine Butcher, a member of thefirst year council, "We have the
means to go through the right
channels."
Upon leaving, Anthony Min-
nelli, an off campus student, said,
"First I'm promised residence,
then I'm promised to be included!
Now I'm being promised things
will change. I'm tired of the
promises."
Students are starving
CHRISTINA CRAFT
The Cord
The words "starving students" are starting to mean
something to the approximately 4,000 Toronto stu-
dents who are currently using the Toronto Daily
Bread Food Bank.
Seventeen percent of the people who use the
Toronto food bank have some university education
and the numbers are increasing.
Toronto students aren't the only ones who are
starving. Simon Fraser University, the University of
British Columbia and the University of Alberta
have actually created food banks of their own for
students.
At Simon Fraser demand has increased so much
this year that the bank has had to restrict the
amount of food allowed per person. Now people
can only take two bags of goods per month.
The vice president of the University of Al-
berta's Graduate Students' Association said that
foreign students had resorted to rifling through gar-
bage.
The Alberta Government has just placed visa
restrictions preventing foreign students from seek-
ing off-campus employment
At the Waterloo House of Friendship no one
who is in need of food, even students will not be
turned down. There is a limit of one hamper of food
per family. The system is based on trust and there is
only a 2 per cent abuse rate.
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hoc committee that the use of student money
towards an operating deficit would not be weli
received.
There is general consensus that the largest issue
is the benefit students who aren't on varsity teams
will receive.
Jiminez, a member of the adhoc committee, said
"I think after we look at all the relevant issues in
terms of the timing of the campaign, the way it will
affect our future planning, and the additional bur-
den it will represent on student budgets, we'll be in
a position to see if we as the Students' Union can
ask the students of Laurier whether they want to
support the fundraising campaign or not. I think the
students of Laurier elected us to find answers to all
the relevant questions of support, and in turn bring
the question to the students as a whole once we're
confident the facts are there, and our intents are in
the best interests of the University and the stu-
dents."
"Three beers a year."
Bored Watch
bySheldonpage
This is the first in a series of in-
terpretations of Students' Union
Board ofDirectors meetings.
January 12,1992
BOD meetings have atendency to be long andboring, and this one
certainly was no exception. It be-
gan at 4:30 pm in the library
boardroom and adjourned a mind-
numbing four hours later.
The focus of the meeting was
a presentation by the administra-
tion on student funding for the
newly purchased Seagram
Stadium. Don Petis of develop-
ment made the presentation while
Dean Nichols, Rich Newbrough,
and Associate VP Personnel and
Student Affairs Jim Wilgar were
on hand to field questions.
Petis, after praising the
Hawks at the Vanier Cup, finally
dropped the bomb - the Students'
Union is being asked the contrib-
ute $150,000 for the stadium over
the next three years.
Wilgar, in an attempt to lessen
the blow of $150,000, told the
Board to think of it as "three
beers a year" per student.
Students' Union President
Nick Jimenez was quick to take
offense to the beer analogy stat-
ing that "the microanalogy of
three beers takes away from the
larger issue." Jimenez said that it
is a large sum to expect to come
from the students.
The issue, as is common prac-
tice, was not acted upon but was
deferred to a committee for fur-
ther study.
At 6:35 pm the Board took a
five minute recess, good thing too
because this reporter was dying
of thirst and had to take a
washroom break.
The meeting continued with
Joel Silver reporting for Jeff
Bilyea VP Finance. Silver spoke
of travel policy and class shields
in the Turret stairwell.
Jeff Bowden VP University
Affairs spoke on health insur-
ance, a gay and lesbian club, a
dance-a-thon, and VP University
Affairs going full time.
Martin Walker VP Media
and Communications said that
the advertising department is well
over budget for the first time.
Walker also spoke of a full time
advertising manager and about
dropping Campus Plus.
Mark Rittinger VP Student
Activities said that he was not
pleased with the summer social
committee's actions.
At 7:30 pm the Board mem-
bers seemed to be losing their
concentration.
Jimenez said that $8000 had
been received for the funding of a
walk home program. Un-
fortunately $10,000 had been
promised and he vowed to find
out where the other $2000 went
to.
Fraser Kirby Student Publi-
cations President read a letter
written by Jim Wilgar concerning
the Cord.
The Report of the Directors
was highlighted with a heated
argument between Jimenez and
Board member John Smith. Smith
was upset at the handling of the
Students' Union archives and
Jimenez was on the defense.
BOD Chair Brad Morris had to be
quite vocal to calm down the two
potential combatants. Other non-
violent items covered were the
Board manual, and the Customer
Service program.
After a small item of Other
Business the meeting was elated-
ly called to a close at 8:30 pm.
This was a good move since I had
been nodding offfor the last half
an hour.
Don Petis asking for
cash. pic: Sheldon Page
They want your blood
ADRIENNE HODGIN
The Cord
The Blood Donor Clinic held on
Monday, January 20 in the
Theater Auditorioum collected 40
more units from last term, but
was still short 45 units than the
quota of 250 set by the Clinic.
Overall, 205 units of the gift of
life were collected.
Many students gave blood be-
cause of the free pizza, pop and
doughnuts.
Others, like Blair Gowan gave
blood because "I'm going out
drinking tonight." More reasons
to give included the opportunity
to miss class, and to help those in
need.
Dolly, the Clinic's Volunteer
Organizer, felt the clinic prog-
ressed, "very nicely," despite the
new location and the fact that it
was a Monday.
Vice President Student Ac-
tivities Mark Rittinger said of the
clinic, "I laughed.I cried. I loved
it more than Cats."
However, Fran Vanderschot,
a Board of Student Activities
member, was angry that so few
people donated blood. She stated
that for her, all pride won through
Vanier vanished with the pathetic
turnout.
Gus Maue's Wailers won the
free pizza party for donating the
most blood.
BAG 0' CRIME
FROM THE WLU SECURITY REPORT
THEFT AND MISCHIEF: Three fire extinguishers were stolen from
the Bricker Residence. One was found discharged.
THEFT: A plant was stolen from the Dining Hall. This is the third
one stolen this term.
ASSAULT: A WLU student assaulted a Turret staff member while
being evicted. The student bit the staff member several times, draw-
ing blood. The security report said, "A report will be forwarded to the
DAC with a recommendation for counselling to curb his cannibalistic
behavior."
LIQUOR ACT CONTRAVENTIONS: One WLU student used an-
other student's driver's licence to get into a campus bar.
FROM THE WATERLOO REGIONAL POLICE
January 7
BREAK/ENTER: Several student residences in the Hazel and Colum-
bia Street area were broken into during the Christmas break. In all
cases stereo equipment was stolen. The occurrences were reported
last weekend as students returned to the city. A male suspect was
seen jumping from a balcony in one incident, but no arrests have been
made.
January 21
BREAK/ENTER: Early this week an intruder was scared off in a
break and enter attempt in a student residence on Hazel St. The man
was seen entering the residence after midnight through a balcony. No
arrests have been made. The description of the intruder is very vague.
WLU gay/lesbian club
ADRIENNE HODGIN
The Cord
The need for a Gay and Lesbian
Club has been expressed, and if
there is enough interest, the club
will be initiated at Laurier. The
Club would focus on social issues
related to sexual orientation on
campus. It would serve students,
staff and faculty.
Students' Union vice presi-
dent University Affairs Jeff Bow-
den endorses the idea and will
support it in any way possible,
since Laurier lacks this type of
club.
Gary VanLingen, a University
of Waterloo Masters History stu-
dent who takes classes at Laurier,
believes there is a need and is in
the process of forming the club.
VanLingen once attended
Laurier, but left because it was
not an easy environment to be
homosexual in. The atmosphere
was too oppressive to be gay.
Laurier does have a
homosexual community, but it is
not talked about. They need this
club to support them, because it is
not easy being gay, said Van-
Lingen.
VanLingen understands. He
has talked to Dons about
sexuality and is active in GLOW
(Gays and Lesbians of Waterloo).
He knows that some reactions
may be less than favorable to the
club, but is willing to take the
risk. He is "willing to push but
not as a militant," for the club,
because sexual orientation
shouldn't matter in today's
society.
He said "he wants to remove
the idea that homosexual and
heterosexual designations should
matter."
The club will stress the im-
portance of sexual awareness.
The more that people are in-
formed, the less ignorant they
will be.
VanLingen hopes thai people
will not be afraid to come for-
ward. All meetings will be held in
neutral locations and not every-
one has to be a "front person". It
is up to the person as to how in-
volved they want to become in
the club.
VanLingen can be reached by
e-mail through the Laurier com-
puting system at unixllgvanlinl,
or by leaving a message at the
GLOW office (UW) at 884-4569.
All questions and comments
are gladly accepted.
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Wilf's: Not a house of fire
OFFTHEPAGE
BY SHELDON PAGE
At the start of this schoolyear I thought I had beencured. I was sure that I
had wrestling out of my system
for good. I was wrong of course.
On Sunday, January 19,1 was
seated in Wilf's in front of a tele-
vision ready to watch the Royal
Rumble.
The live broadcast started at
4:00 pm and was rebroadcast at
7:30 pm. The bar was packed
with enthusiastic fans for both
showings.
The Students' Union had ad-
vertised the later showing, but the
faithful fans turned out for the
first showing as well.
What I had envisioned as a
good time turned out to be annoy-
ing at best.
The staff at Wilf's apparently
had no intention of showing the
four o'clock version. That the bar
was packed with wrestling fans
didn't seem to matter. The televi-
sion was tuned into a children's
channel well after the match had
started.
The staff didn't even know
how to change the channels on
the satellite dish. The only reason
the match was shown was due to
the presence of Students' Union
VP Media and Communications
Martin Walker. Walker had to
change the channels himself.
I stayed for both showings. I
believe that I broke the Wilf's
record for longest time not get-
ting served - seven hours. Not
once during the time I was there
did I see a member of the serving
staff. If you wanted service you
went to the bar.
It seemed that the manage-
ment was completely unprepared
for the large turnout. You had to
fight to get to the bar and chances
were that once you got there, they
would be out of nachos.
Between the two showings a
movie was shown. The second
showing was started half an hour
late. Several matches were
missed. What is the use of watch-
ing an event that is half over?
The argument could be raised
that since it was a free show I
don't have the right to criticize it.
This argument doesn't hold up.
The event was advertised. If the
bar cares for its customers it will
provide a good show. In the case
of the Royal Rumble it was noth-
ing more than a farce.
Every day I hear complaints
about Wilf s. The Customer Ser-
vice program doesn't seem to be
helping. What is to be done? Is
poor service eventually going to
become a permanent part of
Wilf's? The bar is there to serve
the students, and therefore should
make an attempt to do it properly.
At this point I can't see the
situation getting any worse -
things can only get better. Yeah
right.
This can be considered to be a
plea to the management of Wilfs
to clean up their act. I'm not the
only one who is sick and tired of
Wilf's service. Please make
Wilf's a fun place to be, not one
where patrons sit for seven hours
without getting served.
The Hufkster doesn't look happy.
v
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Laurier elections
PAT BRETHOUR
The Cord
The WLU Students' Union is aggressively aiming
for a 30 percent voter turnout in upcoming elec-
tions.
Nick Jiminez, this year's WLU Students'
Union President, was acclaimed.
Twenty six percent of Laurier students voted in
the 1990 elections. Only eighteen percent voted in
the 1991 elections. The Student Publications Presi-
dent and Directors were acclaimed in fall 1991
elections.
Jana Watson, Chief Returning Officer for the
1992 election feels that a full slate of candidates is
essential in preventing a repetition of the 1991 elec-
tions. "There'll be a higher turnout. When more
people run, more people vote," said Watson.
"If there's not an election [a candidate is ac-
claimed] that person might not be best for the job. I
know through the rumour mill that there's a lot of
candidates running for executive positions," she
said. "I'm really excited about this election.""
Advertising is an important factor in overcom-
ing student apathy. "This election's been better
publicized than previous ones," said Watson.
Twenty posters publicizing nominations were
put up around the University last week. More will
follow. Advertisements have already been run in
the Cord.
Watson plans to promote the elections through
announcements at the Turret on Thursday and Fri-
day nights. First year students, said Watson, will be
the main target.
The WLU Students' Union President, VP Uni-
versity Affairs, and fifteen Union director postions
will be elected on February 12. The WLU Student
Publications President, and six Publications director
positions will also be elected.
The deadline for nominations for these positions
is January 31. Nomination packages for each posi-
tion are available in the Union offices.
Two open forums are scheduled, one on Febru-
ary 6, and another on February 10. Only candidates
for executive positions - Union president, Publica-
tions president, and the Union VP University Af-
fairs -- will take part in the first debate. The second
debate will include candidates for executive and
director positions.
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The Republican Democrat
by Terry Grogan
lick Willy" Clinton is
"W obviously the man of the
hour: the conventional
wisdom right now in the Demo-
cratic party is that he's the man
with the best chance to stomp
George Bush in next November's
general election, and TIME mag-
azine even went so far as to
declare him the "Front Runner By
Default" (for the Democratic
nomination) when Mario Cuomo
packed up his Presidential aspira-
tions Hamlet act ("To run or not
to run, that is the question...) last
December.
Two weeks ago in this
column, under the headline "Fear
and loathing in Iowa", I appear to
have committed what is the car-
dinal sin in covering presidential
politics as a journalist: I chose a
winner, far too early in the game.
I picked Senator Tom Harkin
of lowa to take the nomination,
and the presidency...and at a time
when everybody else is keeping
silent, or else mentioning Bill
Clinton as little else than "the
front runner...".
Ladies and gentlemen, I'm
obviously biased, but Governof
Billy Clinton of Arkansas
reminds me of what in the South
they call a "boll weevil": a Demo-
crat who acts like a Republican.
But maybe a "Reagan Demo-
crat" is just what the party needs
to break the Republican hold on
the Southern states' component of
the electoral college vote.
In 1979, Bill Clinton was
elected governor of Arkansas at
age 32...tw0 years later he was
out on his ass because folks
thought he needed to be taken
down a peg...but by 1982, Clinton
had made his amends and was
back in the statehouse.
Now he's running for Presi-
dent of the United States, and so
far he's put on quite a show...his
speeches are polished, and he
handles questions on the stump
without resorting to a script.
Clinton's pet proposal is na-
tional service, and on the
campaign trail he says things like
"We looked for government to
help us, but we also took respon-
sibility for ourselves" and "It's a
long, long way in this country
from me at the age of six holding
my great-granddaddy's hand to a
condition where children on the
streets of this city don't know
who their grandparents are": your
basic Democrat-preempting-
Republican-themes-to-his-own-
advantage talk.
Bill Clinton may have the
charisma of a Kennedy, but his
blizzard of policy proposals and
position papers has yet to distill a
tangible, thematic message for his
"middle-class crusade" to rally
around.
To stay the national front run-
ner, he's got to win not only New
Hampshire, but just about every-
where else, and his opponents are
already setting up traps across the
country.
It's time to see if the "good
government geek saved by his
self-deprecating sense of
humour" has risen too far too
fast: if he's raised expectations to
the point where he can't meet
them, Bill Clinton 1992 may pull
a repeat of Bill Clinton 1981:
he'll get taken to the woodshed
again by the voters, but this time,
it'll be on a national level.
NEXT WEEK: George Bush
Bill Clinton with a friend.
pic: Newsweek
Do you need help?
KATHLEEN HONEY
The Cord
Someone to listen. Dial the Student Help Line at
884-PEER, and you'll get counselors who do not
give advice. They will help the caller cope with
their problem.
Response to the Help Line during the first term
was less than desired. The Help Line received less
than one call per evening.
"Help lines normally take a long time period before
they reach their full level of response," said Stu-
dents' Union VP Media and Communications
Martin Walker. Walker is a coordinator for the
Help Line along with Students' Union VP Univer-
sity Affairs JeffBowden and Alexandra Stangret.
The Help Line lets students talk with students.
"It's not bad to want someone impartial to talk to.
You don't have to have a major problem, you can
just be lonely," said Walker.
Total confidentiality exists. Callers do not have
toreveal anything about themselves. The volunteers
are not allowed to meet the callers. The location of
the Help Line itself cannot be revealed.
All counselors are student volunteers, and have
completed about 18 hours of listening skills train-
ing. Four volunteers from the Guelph distress
centre helped with the training sessions.
The Help Line has a list of services in the K-W
area, in case any of the callers are in need of further
counselling. The services listed offer help in vari-
ous areas, including drug addiction and housing.
The hours of the line were chosen based on the
standard student's lifestyle and reflect normal peak
hours for help lines. Although a 24 hour line would
be ideal, Walker said that at this time it is not feasi-
ble.
There are currently about 20 volunteers. Forty
people applied for the positions, and two training
sessions were tentatively planned. Counselors have
not needed to be replaced, so the second training
session was not carried out.
Since October 7, 1991, the Student Help Line at
Wilfrid Laurier University has been open seven
days a week, between 7 pm and 11 pm. Outside of
these hours, callers are referred to the Kitchener-
Waterloo Help Line.
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The Robin Hood of Economics
Andrew Thomson
Cord Business
On Tuesdays and Thursdays this
term Dr. Randal M. Wiggle, in
his fourth year at WLU, can be
found teaching classes in Interna-
tional Trade Policy, and Environ-
mental Economics. He brings
with him some unique and per-
sonal experience.
Dr. Wiggle is involved in re-
search in the areas of internation-
al trade liberalization, and en-
vironmental economics. He has
had work published in the
Economist, as the chapters of
some books, and in scholarly
publications.
Dr. Wiggle has travelled to
Australia at the invitation of the
Industry Commission to work on
their Macro trade computer
model. His work is significant be-
cause it addresses some of the is-
sues that loom more pervasively
with the widening realization of a
borderless globe.
Along with Professor John
Whalley from Western, Dr. Wig-
gle is studying the economics of
international carbon taxes. Dr.
Wiggle views the way such taxes
are collected could make a huge
difference in the status quo deal-
ings that characterize a country's
emission policy.
His interest in this area stems
from his belief that wealthier na-
tions must think about the emis-
sions problem from the poorer
countries' perspective. The tradi-
tional analysis has been from the
perspective of the OECD.
In a 1990 paper for the Energy
Journal (Volume 12, number 1)
titled The Effects of Alternative
Policy Approaches, the two
Economists presuppose that at-
tempts to curtail global emissions
of greenhouse gases are likely to
be made in the next few decades.
From there they explore some
dramatically different routes to
reduction than most developed
countries would have in mind. In-
stead of a standard roundhouse
percentage reduction for all coun-
tries, they suggest an equal per
capita standard that would require
"significant cutbacks by high
emissions countries (the highly
developed nations), with no cut-
backs at all..by the lowest income
countries."
The article looks at the meth-
od for collecting taxes from coun-
tries emitting gases, whereby na-
tional governments collect the
taxes and give them to an interna-
tional body that would
redistribute them to those coun-
tries under their limit. In such an
arrangement there would exist the
possibility of a market where les-
ser developed countries could sell
part of their quotas to more devel-
oped ones.
Dr.Wiggle feels the future of
environmental legislation will
take on the form of international
agreements among nations.
"There is an uncertainty about
who owns the environment. It's
not clear that Canada should own
the atmosphere [above it]. Should
countries own parts of the atmo-
sphere? What's the fair way to al-
locate ownership?" The funda-
mental question is property
rights, he says.
Dr.Wiggle is married with no
children. He received a BA and a
Masters in Economics from the
University of Windsor, and his
PhD from Western. Prior to com-
ing to WLU he taught at the Uni-
versity of Saskatchewan, and be-
fore that Western. "When I came
to Laurier I was surprised at how
good the students were, particu-
larly at in-class presentations."
His work in Trade Liberaliza-
tion has been with his WLU col-
league Professor Carlo Perroni.
Their most recent work is
called The Value of a Uruguay
Round Success", worked on with
Professor Trien T. Nguyen from
U of W, published by the SBE.
When asked his goal Dr. Wig-
gle says, "I'd like to contribute to
thinking about international
linkages (of the relationship be-
tween international trade and en-
vironmental policies), to under-
standing the real problem; the
over exploitation of natural
resources, not international trade.
Trade remedies, such as barriers,
are very indirect and therefore
very inefficient."Prof. R. Wiggle Pic: file
Laurier Wins Case Competition
National Championship held at Queen's
Rick Dales
Cord Business
A team of fourlh-year busi-
ness students from Laurier won
the InterCollegiate Business com-
petition, Business Policy Division
at Queen's University on January
11.
Susan Graham, Cory
Lipovschek and Steven Mallouk
had just over five hours to ana-
lyze a business case regarding
Polysar Co., then followed it up
with a 20-minute presentation to
a panel of executives from
McKinsey Co., Deloitte Touche,
Anderson Consulting and the
Financial Post
Ruth Cruikshank, a business
professor at Laurier and Faculty
advisor to the team said, "The
winning team's abilities to ana-
lyze market economics and make
competitive recommendations
ensured an excellent per-
formance."
The competition was in two
stages. The first stage was a writ-
ten report done at Laurier. Of 25
universities involved, Laurier was
one of five teams chosen to ad-
vance to the National Competion.
"Winning isn't everything but
it's great when it happens," com-
mented Lipovschek.
Lipovschek said that the com-
petition was "much better [than
integrated case week] because we
knew what we were doing."
Cruikshank believed the
Laurier team "had no intention of
doing anything but winning."
Laurier previously won in the
Business Policy Division in 1989.
The Winning Team Pic: Cory
No Hope, Bob
Bad News for Everyone
Adrienne Hodgin & Rick Dales
Cord Business
Despite the constant
references to hope in Bob Rae's
budgetary address Tuesday night,
there was little positive to say
about Ontario's economic condi-
tion.
Rae has implemented restric-
tions on the growth rate of civil
service wages. He offered no in-
centive for private industry to
join in capping wages.
He spoke in generalities and
offered no tangible plans of pro-
grams. Rae stated that "we
shouldn't be doubling up. Don't
tell me there isn't waste to be
found." He offered no ideas for
specific cutbacks.
A Toronto lawjer comented
that the Government has spent all
their money, so now the cup-
boards are bare and we must learn
to do without
One of the most prominent
policy changes was in the area of
education. The increase of five
percent over three years will not
even cover the cost of inflation.
This could result in decreased
services, fewer part-time staff,
changes in ciruculum and pro-
grams.
For students, this means a
seven percent increase in tuition-
roughly about $125 dollars.
Nick Jimenez, WLUSU Presi-
dent stated "I was disappointed.
He didn't leave us with a plan as
to how he was going to deal with
our present crisis."
Jeff Bowden, VP'.University
Affairs saw the speech more"as a
political move, Bob Rae, in his
own words summing up the
books."
There is no doubt that the
Health Care system will be af-
fected. Costs will ii. - ase and
accesability will be harder to ob-
tain.
Rae stated however, that it is
a good time to invest in Ontario.
He knows that services must be
done without and doubled up.
As one educator commented
after the speech, "Hope now
one of my four letter words."
AIESEC Conference
Adrienne Hodgin
Cord Business
Over 450 university students from around the world gathered at
this year's AIESEC National Congress.
The conference, hosted by the University of British Columbia,
lasted from January 3 to 7. Nine delegates from Laurier attended the
conference to learn about internationalism and AIESEC.
The focus of this conference was the International Traineeship
Exchange Program (ITEP). This will be AIESEC's main focus of the
year. The program, run in 71 countries by 800 universities gives stu-
dents a chance to work in a foreign country.
During the conference, AIESEC Canada teamed up with AIESEC
Ecuador to develop cultural relations, and to assist Ecuador with
training sessions. A study tour of Ecuador will take place this July-
In a similar vein, the Edmonton and Hautes Etudes de Commerces
branches have joined forces in an attempt to bridge the national unity
gap-
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Vote for FEAR...or else
METROPOLIS
BY FISHER SHEFFIELD
"Let them hate so long as they
fear." -- Alcuin
I was speaking with the manbelieved by some to be theleader of the FEAR party
the other day on the telephone.
FEAR (nobody knows what
the acronym stands for, but there
have been nasty rumours...) is a
new cadre federal political party
originating in either Western
Canada, Quebec, or the
Maritimes, depending on your
sources.
Nobody knows all the much
about the FEAR party, except that
it's poised to hold the balance of
power in the next federal election,
and, apparently, that's just the
way the FEAR party wants it.
"FEAR party candidates will
be contesting all 295 seats in the
next general election," the man
known only as The Leader told
me over the phone, "but I can't
give you any specific names, be-
cause that would run 180 degrees
counter to rumoured FEAR party
public policy."
The Leader is a shadowy fig-
ure, his true identity known only
by few. No photographs have
been taken of him, but it is
rumoured that he has really shitty
teeth.
The day before my interview
with The Leader, a woman
known only as X told me: "The
Leader thinks it's better if people
don't know what he looks
like...that way, they can never be
totally sure that they're not stand-
ing alone in a room with him at
some time in the future."
This is from the political party
whose official slogan is "Vote for
FEAR...or else."
And whose published direc-
tory of its slate of candidates and
national executive consists of 300
blurry photos of scary-looking
big men, all labelled "Mr. John
Smith."
The Leader continues: "Hold
on a second, I have to change
phones...just to make sure you're
not tracing this call."
When I get the callback, The
Leader's voice has changed to the
point that it sounds like I'm talk-
ing to another man. But the inter-
view goes on:
"Brian Mulroney has got it all
wrong...the Canadian people will
never again like him, no matter
what he does...but: it's only one
small step for the public to go
from loathing to fear...and then
they'd respect him again, and
listen to what he has to say."
The FEAR movement is
shrouded in secrecy, paranoia,
and terror, but they just may have
a point.
"Tell me about the policies of
your party," I ask The Leader.
"No, I don't think I should," I
am told in reply.
What will the FEAR party be
like in power? It's hard to
say...probably they will be just
like any other political organiza-
tion, doing what they alone think
is in the best interests of the
country...The FEAR party is not
as concerned with achieving
specific goals as it is with achiev-
ing power: vague threats of war,
civil unrest, death, pain, torture,
murder and injustice make up the
FEAR party's campaign litera-
ture.
I am told by The Leader: "If
you want a picture of the future,
imagine a boot stamping down on
a face...forever."
And the FEAR party moves
ever forward...
Fisher Sheffield, the high priest of
"Sheffieldovian politics" or "the
politics offear", writesfor The Cord
when he's not tied up serving as chief
counselor to Prime Minister Brian
Mulroney. His opinions are his own.
The enigmatic leader of the
FEAR party in a rare photograph
taken by an anonymous amateur
photographer,now deceased.Homo, hetero
or justplain
sexual?
PINK INK
BY Denys Daivs
It is said (many times by myself) that one has no choice as far astheir sexuality is concerned. Psychologists do believe that sexualorientation is determined in children at a very young age and
that the problems associated with coming to terms with one's
sexuality is a societal issue. True, I must agree. However, one thing is
overlooked or just not recognized. Too often in our society we dis-
count the possibility of the 'grey area'. The movie was good or bad,
people are young or old, sexuality is gay or straight. Pause for reflec-
tion.
According to the Kinsey report only approximately twelve per
cent of society is gay or straight. According to my meagre skills at
math that leaves eighty per cent of our society sitting on the fence.
Does that mean that the majority of people are asexual? Not really.
What Kinsey says is that this sector of the population would techni-
cally fall into the category of bisexuality.
Immediately it must be recognized that what eliminated someone
from the totally heterosexual group was some sort of attraction for the
same sex. Perhaps something as minor as an isolated incidence of
fantasy right up to a period of physical experimentation, the same
criterion eliminates people from the totally homosexual category.
Many people have some kind of "homosexual" experience at some
point in their life. As I said it may be one isolated incident which is
never repeated. This does not make you gay and despite the tech-
nicality of definition of Kinsey does not make you bisexual. It must
be realized however, that there are people whose sexual preference is
not easily identified. For these people they can not just say, "I thought
about what it would be like to be involved with the same sex once but
never since then." These people are in a range anywhere from just an
occasional desire for same sex contact to the exact opposite of just
occasional desire for opposite sex contact.
Many people look down on people who are bisexual. "They just
can't make up their minds," or "they are afraid to just admit that they
are gay." I have several friends who call themselves bisexual. Two in
particular feel they must choose one way or the other. One finds it
impossible to do so so he remains primarily asexual, the other
bounces back and forth between the two. He will be gay this week
and straight the next. It is difficult if you are bisexual to gain accep-
tance not only from the heterosexual world but also the gay world.
All too often the possibility of bisexuality is looked upon poorly. It
has only been recently that gay and lesbian groups and organizations
started to include the word bisexual in their names and events like
BGLAD (bisexual, gay, and lesbian awareness days). Why must there
be so much pressure put on people to choose one sexual preference or
another. If you are actually attracted to both males and females why
could you not be accepted for that? Why could people not make it
easier for you to feel comfortable with your sexuality? Many people I
know who call themselves gay or lesbian (myself included) have has
significant 'heterosexual' contact in the past, now most of us are just
gay or lesbian but there still is a slight bit of attraction for the oppo-
site sex. This is usually repressed or if it is acted upon there is a great
deal of guilt and secrecy surrounding it. Something like it is for a
heterosexual involved in a same sex experience.
If the Kinsey report is correct in its findings from the continuum,
which places us on this line of sexuality (note, not sexual preference)
it would seem to me to make more sense to identify ourselves not as
heterosexual or homosexual but rather just sexual. Ah, if life were
only so simple!
The opinions expressed in Pink Ink are those of the author and do not neces-
sarily reflect those ofotherpeople. DenyS DaivS is a pseudonym.
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The perfect body
WOMENWORDS
by The Women's Centre
At what age does a girl startto review her body? Ad-miring her assets;
counting her deficiencies. At
what age does the process begin
-- this obsessive preoccupation
with her physical being. The
being that will be monitored and
measured by others for years to
come.
Women are constantly being
measured up and measuring
themselves up against other
women — this season's body
sported by the glamorous model,
or the pin-up in the local garage.
Women become obsessed with
the desire (and likely im-
possibility) of becoming that per-
fect body. Normalization not only
to 'femininity' but to ludicrous
beauty standards enslaves all
women. How many of us in-
voluntarily suck in our gut when
we walk through the concourse or
Torque Room? 'Fleshiness' is,
for women, one of the seven
deadly sins.
Whenever a woman thinks -
or a man thinks and tells a
woman - that her hips are too
wide, her thighs are too large, her
breasts are too small, her
shoulders are too broad or she has
thick ankles and dimpled knees
she is filled with feelings of guilt
and self-hatred. How many times
have you felt the slab of pain
when you heard sniggering and
the comment, "Wow, wide load
ahead"? Wow many women feel
like a piece of meat when they
hear, "Nice" tits, baby"? We feel
demeaned, violated, and worth-
less. As a result, women begin to
exercise frantically while starving
themselves to death - yearning
for that perfect figure.
* 'Among women, dieting is the
chief form of competition today.
It is also the cause of much frus-
tration and tears. It is a terrible
thing to hate your own body s'*- to
be driven to repulsion at its very
sight.
I Society dictates that you have
to suffer to be beautiful. Since
early civilization society has
sought to shape the female body
through constricting, binding,
pushing or pulling. Standards of
attractiveness dictate that women
primp and curl and pinch and
paint their physical beings. Ap-
pearance, it seems, is the sole
demonstration of desirability and
worth for women, not accom-
plishment. To keep their skin
flawlessly white, Renaissance
women ate arsenic. Chinese
mothers bound their baby girls'
feet, curling the toes under the
sole until the foot resembled a
lotus flower. Some tribes of Afri-
can women extend their necks by
stacking metal collars until the
vertebrae became disconnected.
Victorian women wore corsets
that reduced their waists to the
size of a man's neck. Corsets also
out of place. Each device of beau-
tification restricted a woman's
freedom and weakened her
strength; each creating a painful
obstacle through which artificial
pace and poise were achieved,
112" The feminine body is seen as
a commodity. Without such
devices market value and poten-
tial for reproduction is decreased,
it has become 'them, me and my
body' -- three separate and dis-
tinct entities each with their own
value. Women's bodies have be-
come objectified and sexualized.
We have been divided up like a
side of beef. Are you a leg man or
a breast man? Neither of which
can be too large or too small. The
feminine ideal is expressed in the
meaningless and destructive dic-
tations of the cultural ideal; the
smallest foot, the narrowest waist,
the biggest breasts -- whichever
look happens to be the most
marketable and profitable.
Women have yet to see the
days where difference and variety
is celebrated, where it is the
mind, the imagination and the
spirit that is valued rather than the
body. As Susan Brownmiller
states in her book Femininity:
"Because she is forced to
concentrate on the
minutiae of her bodily
parts, a woman is never
. free of self-consciousness.
She is never quite
satisfied, and never
secure, for desperate, un-
ending absorption in the
drive for a perfect ap-
pearance — call it feminine
vanity. is the ultimate
restriction on freedom of
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Men talk
Commentary by a
bunch of men, who
claim to be a collec-
tive to avoid being
identified individually in
print
No word I know: the hatred of
men.
But it must exist on this
campus.
WLU is a shitly place for a
man. And we men think that the
best way to remedy this is to have
silly columns like this to bring us
all together. Or to have places
where only men can congregate
to be with other men. Then we
can feel secure.
Yup.
When we hear women say
"Men are pigs," we laugh it off.
This means nothing to us. It
might be true. God knows, all
men can be lumped together in
one category.
So can women.
It's a lot easier to divide every-
one into two big groups, accord-
ing to gender. That way we
wouldn't have to talk to each
other. When we do want to com-
municate we can yell. Men aren't
anything like women and women
certainly have nothing in com-
mon with us. Why make things
difficult by mingling?
All women have cooties.
We can say this because
we're men, and proud of it
There is a definite lack of
male bonding at Laurier. Oh to be
a man.
To be a man. To drink and
revel in camaraderie. To shave, to
hunt, to fish, to scratch ourselves,
to feel testosterone flowing
through our blood. Or to drive a
car fast and carelessly, and to fix
it when we smash it up. Now
that's a man thing. To smoke
without watching women pretend
to smoke. To masturbate five
times quickly.
Arnold, Stormin' Norman,
Hans and Franz: these are real
men in every sense of the word.
They don't try to be loving and
caring and sensitive when they're
not; no pretense.
That's not to say that men
don't have emotions, they just
don't have girly-man ones. We
have emotions involving aggres-
sion, which are evidently sup-
pressed by society in the nineties,
especially at Wilfrid Laurier Uni-
versity. We're denied an outlet
for our manly activities such as
parading about in burnt leather
thongs grasping spears and
throwing them at furry little
beasties and eating raw flesh. Or
any other stupid stereotypes any-
one cares to ascribe to us.
Or masturbating five times
quickly. And not having a shower
afterwards.
This article is a call to action:
every man on this campus should
feel obliged to express his man-
hood at least once a day, if not
five times. Every man, in his own
way, must be true to his inner
self.
Obligatory disclaimer:
This... inane.. .satire., .man. ..author's...
no one else has blame...get off my
hairy back.
Actually, what Marcus and van-
Bodegom -- oops — that is, well
don't...oh, never mind.
dearOuija
High there? My name is Ouija and I am themost omniscient presence on campus. If you
are in the midst of despair I may be able to
help you. All you have to do is write me a letter c/o
The Cord; letters can be handed in to either the
CORD offices or the INFO CENTRE.
Dear Ouija,
I am deeply in love with a hunka hunka
gorgeous babe who means the world to me. I care
for him dearly and would never do anything to
deliberately hurt him. However, I have a big prob-
lem...l have wandering eyes that seem to chase any
object of the well hung male species. Is this a sign
of sexual dissatisfaction with my partner or is this
simply a case of hormonal overdrive.
Help me please!
Yours truly,
Quaking Thighs and wandering eyes.
Dear Quaker,
This is a very touchy situation (no pun in-
tended). The first thing you have to do is be true to
yourself and to him. It may be that this relationship
isn't meeting all of your expectations but only you
can decide. One option may be to evaluate if you
really want a monogamous relationship. If you
don't you should try to negotiate an "open rela-
tionship". Remember to be sensitive to his expecta-
tions and to his needs.
GoodLuck,
Love,
The Well Hung Ouija
Dear Ouija,
I have been a devoted fan of your column for
some time now, and I have come to the conclusion
that only you can help me with my problem.
For the past four months I have been madly,
passionately obsessed with the sexiest man on
campus. Everything about this man drives me wild,
but most of all, his orgasmic voice!! Ouija, I truly
lust this man. How do I get the sexy voice man to
"talk" to me?
Yours Forever,
A Steel Town Woman
Dear Steel Town Woman,
Fortunately your problem may be easily
remedied. The first thing you have to do is get up
enough courage to actually make the first step.
Take a deep breath and listen to my advice careful-
ly:
This is a small enough campus that by simply
networking with a few people you can probablyfind
out a whole ton of things about this "sexy voiced
man". If you can find out what this man sounds like
you can probably find out his name, the way he
spends his time and his interests. The next thing you
will want to do isfigure out an easy topic of discus-
sion. One of my truly wise Godly friends once or-
dered every sports magazine possible and became
knowledgeable about sports. Remember, the Super-
bowl is coming up!!!
Ifyou don't like that idea you may just want to
call him up and have some phone sex!!! That way
you could really find out his voice's capabilities.
Either way, you will have to build up the
courage to approach this hot babe and initiate a
conversation.
Love, a deep baritone,
Ouija
Dearest Ouija,
Help -- it seems my boyfriend can't keep it
down...A mere smile from me can lift his spirits (or
so to speak). Is it possible he is suffering from
nymphomania..should he seek help...l'm finding it
hard to keep up with him,
Sincerely,
Tired Out
Dear Tired Out,
Whatever your boyfriend has it's certainly
rare!! He may be suffering a chemical imbalance,
hormonal overdrive, be left handed or even be suf-
fering nymphomania. Recommend he seek the help
ofa specialist in this area. I can't personally make
a diagnosis unless I examine him physically.
If he doesn't want to seek help, why not use
what I like to call "words therapy". When you are
annoyed by his constant demands, suggest words to
him like "castration", "yo mama", "Mother There-
sa", or "hairy uxters"for example.
Love yourfavourite sex therapist,
Ouija Squija
NOTE: Uxters is an ancient wordfor hairy armpits.
PEOPLE ARE TALKING...
...about whether women are
under-represented in the House
of Commons
This is a forum for your thoughts, (112 you
have an idea for something you'd like to
talk about, come to the Cord offices and
talk to the Editor.
People Are Talking... is a new thing in The Cord. Two writersare given a topic and individually argue opposite sides, sort
of like a debate. They don't necessarily believe what they
argue, but they defend their side as best they can. This week, Terry
Grogan and fraser kirby discuss...whether women are under-
represented in the House of Commons.
NO, by Terry Grogan
The type of person who can't see past the tip of their nose is also
often the type of person who argues, on the strength of a simplistic (to
say the least) mathematical model that Canadian women are under-
represented at the seat of power in Ottawa.
Women make up 50% of the population of our nation, therefore,
the argument goes, equality demands that half the members of our
Parliament should naturally be women.
I'd argue that this doesn't make any sense, once you really think
about it.
Hypothetically speaking, let's say 10% of Canadians are illiterate
(that number could be dead-on, for all I know...): carrying the pre-
vious argument to its logical conclusion, therefore, 29 of our MPs,
from across all regions of Canada, should not be able to read, if they
are to be truly representative of our society.
Obviously, this is a ludicrous idea.
Those of you out there who like to read between the lines, regard-
less of whether or not it's a solid bar, would probably think I'm being
sarcastic, and that my argument rests on the proposition that women
are inferior: after all, I argue to keep illiterates out of office because
they obviously cannot perform their duties, therefore, I probably also
harbour the superstition that women just aren't able the perform the
job as well as men.
But that's not true: I believe women have every right to elected
office. I've supported women on the campaign trail, and I've never
judged the suitability of a candidate on the basis of their gender, at
any time.
It's when a women wins a seat solely on the fact of her sex that I
get upset.
A leader, by the truest definition, is not elected to speak solely for
his or her group in society.
You can call me old-fashioned, but I still like the idea that an MP
should not act like a member of Waterloo, or as a member of Van-
couver Quadra, but as a member of Parliament.
The problem is not that there are not enough women in Parlia-
ment, the problem is that there is not enough Parliament in
women...yet.
And the day both women and men can look and act beyond the
barrier of sexual partisanship, that will be a good day in the history of
parliamentary democracy.
YES, by fraser kirby
Grogan said it. We can call him old-fashioned. That's exactly what
he is. The fact is, despite what my esteemed associate says, an MP
should act as an advocate of women, even if that MP is a man.
Let's be realistic shall we. The reason there are not enough women
in Parliament (or Parliament in women) is that the corridors to the top
of political office in this country are packed with stodgy old big blue
dinosaurs and their young male offspring.
The political machine was established and has been maintained by
men just like Terry; old-fashioned, retroactive men who wish to con-
tinue to dominate the power structure of Canada. Their resistance to
pro-active challenges to their authority, such as an equalization of
sexual representation, is a prime example of the barriers woman face
in attempting to influence the Canadian destiny.
Grogan's flippancy in comparing women to illiterates is nonsense.
The Canadian political system was based on the participation of liter-
ate, clear-headed women and men who are given the opportunity to
become an important part of the process. It is necessary to gain the in-
put from both aspects of our Canadian identity, not French/English or
north and south, but rather male and female.
If and only if we ensure equal representation to men and women can
we guarantee that democracy and political process are being served.
And the only way to ensure that representation is to bypass the politi-
cal relics that seek to hold power and take the next step in pro-active
government: equality.
The opinions expressed in PEOPLE ARE TALKING... are intended to
provoke discussion and serve as a platform for ideas and social change. They
don't reflect the ideas ofTHE CORD, or even, necessarily, the true opinions
ofthe authors.
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Crash Test Your Dummy
Steve Hodgson
Cord Entertainment
«u6we mi ttyk:
km did that
qwp yet mqwfanti
The former drummer of the
Crash Test Dummies is suing the
pop group for royalties he says
he's owed for playing on the
band's hit album.
Most of the audience at a
sold-out performance by the
Dummies at Stages on Thursday
night should a'so be suing the
Winnipeg group for money owed
to them for witnessing one of the
more boring and lifeless concerts
of '92.
How this band has managed
to sell 300,000 copies of The
Ghosts That Haunt Me, receive
six CASBY awards, a profile in
Rolling Stone magazine and criti-
cal acclaim is beyond comprehen-
sion.
Fronted by lead singer Brad
Roberts, The Crash Test Dum-
mies laboured over songs mosdy
from their debut album, The
Ghosts That Haunt Me.
The pretentious fivc-piece
outfit appeared tired and listless
through such originals as
"Androgynous", "The Ghosts
That Haunt Me" and their hit
song "Superman's Song".
The huge crowd desperately
tried to breathe some life into the
concert with a sing-a-long during
"Superman's Song" but eventual-
ly gave up letting the cocky
Roberts' voice carry the song to
its end.
The elf-like Roberts remarked
about the Kitchencr-Berlin name
debate which left the nightclub
rather silent. The sarcastic singer
quickly realized his insulting tone
does not go over well in
Kitchener.
Roberts' impish grin and
raised eyebrows (so often used in
the Dummies' videos) also be-
came quite annoying as the eve-
ning wore on.
The only sign of enthusiasm
within the band came from a
skinny red-haired mandolin and
harmonica player. He should
leave the coffin and go solo.
The Ghosts That Haunt Me
is a good album and "Superman's
Song" is probably one of the best
songs of '91, but when a sold-out
crowd who paid twelve dollars a
ticket comes out on a bone-
chilling night to show support for
a band, you would think the band
could muster up enough energy to
keep the audience awake. Instead
the Dummies' fans were
spellbound with a lack of
enthusiasm from what used to be
one of their favorite bands.
photos: Steve Hodgson
Shakespeare just a puppet
Sarah Brophy
Cord Entertainment
Aunt Betty's Rhubarb Pies, a
local children's theatre troupe,
was featured at Festival Laurier's
Family Day, Sunday, January 19.
True to their philosophy of edu-
cating in a fun way, Aunt Betty's
production of Shakespeare's The
Tempest was a unique one, that
entertained and informed adults
and children alike.
Life-size puppets and an inter-
pretive, yet cool rapper named
Rave Flave, encouraged every-
body to feel comfortable with
Shakespeare. The soliloquies
were accompanied by a rap beat
provided by the clapping hands of
the kids. We were able to turn
Prospero's island around by put-
ting our imaginary oars into the
water or by simply snapping our
fingers. If only Shakespearean
plays were always this much fun!
Aunt Betty's is comprised of
Andrew Kaufman, Jo-Lynn Mal-
leck, Karri North, Jeff Seeney
and David Wharnsby. Joanne Ol-
son was a special guest in this
production of The Tempest.
oSAewe, &te-
*eae£6o*c
t/U
Sunday's performance was
Aunt Betty's second puppet show
and, accordingly, a few refine-
ments still need to be made.
However, the only way to
measure the success of a show of
this kind is to observe the reac-
tions of the kids. They were en-
raptured during the performance.
After the show the children were
encouraged to ask questions; their
enthusiasm and curiosity became
quite evident. By including a pup-
pet workshop and refreshments
after the show, Aunt Betty's left
the kids thoroughly satisfied and
with some familiarity of a
Shakespearean play. What more
can we ask for ?
Watch out for Aunt Betty's
next performance at the Kitchener
Public Library in February!
photo: Tom Szeibel
Hamlet
Karen Lennox
Cord Entertainment
"Where are the student actors
and actresses?" was the question
that ran through my mind when I
saw the production of Hamlet at
Theatre Laurier a week ago.
I was obviously deceived into
thinking that the play would be a
student production. However,
once I recovered from this hor-
rifying shock, the play became
quite enjoyable, spectacular even.
I was a little apprehensive that
a female was acting Hamlet, but
Kate Hennig played the part well
and managed to capture the love
relationship between Hamlet and
Ophelia. She stated that she
"didn't consider being a female
and that Hamlet was just another
character." She also felt honoured
to be playing such a renowned
part and considered it a great
challenge.
Hennig found working with
the Laurier students, what few of
them there were, "refreshing" and
commented on their wonderful at-
titude and desire to work together
to make the production a success.
Students in "the play enjoyed
working with a professional and
found it a rewarding experience.
However, it was Kate, and not
the students who really made the
show. Paul Bosch and Kirsten
Love, playing Polonius and
Ophelia respectively, also per-
formed well, but the rest of the
continued on page 19
You've found Real Love
David Slimmon
Cord Entertainment
Since the dawn of popular
music, musicians have been sell-
ing their love stories. Falling in
love, falling out of love, and near-
ly stepping into a big pile of love
are, it would seem, the only sub-
jects worth writing songs about
because everybody, supposedly,
can identify with them. I believe
the Beatles were into about their
six or seventh album before they
stopped composing every verse
about girls they knew. For truly
romantic people, like Lisa Stans-
field, there is nothing else in the
world worth singing about. This
article is addressed to those twen-
ty or so readers that still believe
that people fall in love every day.
When deciding upon a new
album cover for the Cord Scene, I
figured that rather than reviewing
a new release that I would regu-
larly listen to at home, I ought to
choose one that is so unlike me in
every way. This move, it was
hoped, would keep me abreast of
the development in other worldly
pop sounds. The music I would
normally listen to is certainly not
as bubbly and optimistic concern-
ing matters of the heart as Lisa
Stansfield's new album, Real
Love, so it seemed a perfect
choice for this week's review.
Yes indeed, from the very mo-
ment that I pressed play, my com-
pact disc player knew that some-
thing was wrong. The music it
was playing was not spiteful in
any way, nor was the music bitter
and vengeful about love. My poor
disc player must have been con-
fused because hateful, depressing
songs were what it was used to
playing for me.
As Stansfield's disc prog-
ressed, I began to notice a re-
markable trend in her work. Qual-
ity. It becomes quite obvious that,
despite the deceiving, sugar-
coated pop sound of Real Love,
Stansfield's musicianship and
choice of studio performers is im-
peccable. This talent, combined
with competent sound engineer-
ing and post-production work,
gives the entire album a sense of
continuity. By this I mean to sug-
gest that, too often, acts like
Lisa's release entire albums on
the basis of one good song, the
rest being unprofessional filler.
This pitfall of some brands of pop
is not an issue with Stansfield,
who's first release, "Change", is
not a standout song on the album.
The one difficulty I have with
Real Love is the writing of the
lyrics themselves. True, pop
music lyrics have never been par-
ticularly crafty, especially as they
appear in love songs, but the truly
memorable ones are, at least
original and not bordering on
cliche. This issue became appar-
ent as I examined some of Real
Love's titles on the back of the
disc. Such hum-drum names as
"Time To Make You Mine",
"Make Love To Ya", "A Little
More Love", "I Will Be Waiting"
give to listeners of, what is other-
wise a good release, a real sense
of boredom. Furthermore, I be-
lieve that every song on this thir-
teen album, save one, has the
word "love" in it somewhere.
Maybe thatLisa is just a machine
for giving and taking at the heart.
I suppose somebody in this world
has to be.
All in all, Stansfield's Real
Love is a fine release for those of
you who fancy yourselves falling
in love in the darndest of places,
under the strangest of circum-
stances, and with that perfect sig-
nificant other. For those of you
who still hold a grip on reality, do
not purchase this album.
Lace a pair of Does
James Neilson
Cord Entertainment
They've finally made the big leagues. Toronto
ska band King Apparatus has justreleased a seven-
teen song self-titled cassette and compact disc with
loads of toe tapping, Dr. Marten stomping tunes
precision honed and crafted for skanking.
King Apparatus struck gold when their indepen-
dent release, Loud Party saw the single "Made For
TV" climb to the number two position on the Cana-
dian National Campus Chart early this past year.
CFNY, MuchMusic and the Campus Klips network
have also put the band in the national spotlight with
regular rotation. Another notable for the band in-
cluded winning an award for best Ska or Reggae
band at the 1991 Casby awards.
The self-titled release contains material from
their previous independent cassette Loud Party in-
cluding the hit single "Made For TV" as well as
several new originals. After opening up for ska
legends Bad Manners and The Toasters, King Ap-
paratus continues to forge a name for itself in the
world of post Two-Tone ska. More up and coming
bands are filling the void for skankable tunes left by
the demise of English groups like The Specials and
The English Beat.
For Canadian talent this album cooks. Forty-
eight minutes of good solid rhythm with great lyrics
to complement them. Remember, if you can name
her price you can get Nina Hagen to play your
mother, your sister and your wife. Lace up a pair of
docs and hit the dance floor with your legs and
arms a flyin'!
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Freejack's a Flatjack
Pat Brethour
CordEntertainment
Freejack, the new flick star-
ring Emilio Estevez and Mick
Jagger, might be more aptly titled
A Mishmash Ripoff of Really
Good Science Fiction Movie
Scenes from the Past Twenty
Years.
The prehistoric scene from
2001: A Space Odyssey and the
futuristic urban wastelands of
Bladerunner both make ap-
pearances. Scenes from The
Terminator, They Live, and The
Road Warrior also enliven the
movie. Star Wars is mercifully
exempted from this plagiarism-
fest.
Freejack has everything that
makes these movies fascinating.
Everything except a plot. And
believable characters. And a
fleeting consideration for the
audience's intelligence.
The premise, like almost
everything else in this film, is
simple. The year is 2009, and
modern technology has made
mind transfers and time travel
possible.
Society is polarized. As one
character so memorably puts
it,"There's those at the top, and
those at the bottom. And there
ain't no one in between."
Combine all of these circum-
stances, and you have 'freejack -
ing' - where people are snatched
from the past arid have their
minds erased, so that dead rich
people can move their minds into
the vacated premises.
Mick Jagger whisks Emilio
Estevez into futuristic New York
in order to sell him as a freejack.
Estevez escapes shortly there-
after, and spends the rest of his
time running around New York,
shooting people.
Actually, he manages to shoot
about a hundred people with one
clip of ammunition. I guess guns
don't run out of ammo in the fu-
ture.
The same can't be said of
Estevez' pathetically wooden per-
formance. Someone should have
told that son of...Martin Sheen
that wide eyed gaping stares do
not -- I repeat do not — convey
fear, love, hate, and rage.
Estevez shines compared to
the contrived street fighting poses
of Mick Jagger. I don't have a lot
of sympathy for Jagger in this
film - except that the script
forces him to utter riveting
phrases like, "You don't make
many friends in this business [of
kidnapping people and obliterat-
ing their minds]."
You also don't make many
friends by wasting precious cel-
luloid to make movies like this
one.
The Codfather
Phil Desmond
CordEntertainment
During the mid eighties,
Scotsman Fish (aka Derek Wil-
liam Dick) gained celebrity in
Europe and the United Kingdom
as the well liquored leviathan
frontman of the progressive rock
group Marillion. Until 1987,
slight differences between the
headstrong Celt and the rest of
the band resulted in a healthy
friction which sparked their most
creative works. However, after
their fourth studio album togeth-
er, internal pressures drove Fish
to leave the band and pursue a
solo career. He released his
debut Vigil in a Wilderness of
Mirrors in 1989, and despite ex-
tensive European touring, his
record company EMI failed to
provide any substantial promo-
tion for an all important first al-
bum, and consequently, the al-
bum's profile remained low. As
a result of their half-heartedness,
Fish split from EMI and struck a
record deal with Polydor. Inter-
nal Exile is his first release on
that label.
Judging from even the most
fleeting glance at the cover art
and the slightest listen to the
music, it is abundantly evident
that Fish is in love with, and fier-
cely proud of, his native Scot-
land. Although this album en-
compasses a wide range of musi-
cal styles (ranging from dance to
folky singalong to soft ballad
material), specific touches add a
Celtic feel throughout: fiddles,
accordians and bagpipes are all
subtly used to provide an ap-
propriate landscape for Fish's
brogue.
Through extended listening, it
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To fYe Scene
JANUARY 23
Music at Noon: David Falk, baritone and Boyd McDonald,
fortepiano. Admission is free.
JANUARY 24
Ballet Jorgen will perform at the Humanities Theatre at 8 pm. Adults
$20. Seniors/Studenis $17.50. Numus Concerts presents The New
Art Quartet at 8 pm in the Recital Hall, John Aird Centre. Quartet
members are Beth Ann de Sousa, Terry Kroetsch, Carol Bauman
and David Campion.
JANUARY 24-25
The Fabulous Thunderbirds play at Pop the Gator.K-W Little
Theatre presents: Third and Oak: The Laundromat, a play by Mar-
sha Norman. The Studio, 9 Princess St.E.. $5 admission.
JANUARY 27 UNTIL FEBRUARY 21
Gallery Exhibit: "Seeking Heaven", an exhibit of paintings by local
artist Ada K. Hunsherger.
JANUARY 30
Holly Cole at the Humanities Theatre. Doors open at 7:30 pm.
$12.84 for Feds. $14.98 for everybody else. Music at Noon:
Penderecki Quartet: Piotr Buczek, violin, Jerzy Kaplanek, violin,
Yariv Aloni, viola,and Paul Pulford, violoncello.
FEBRUARY 2
The Faculty of Music presents The Penderecki String Quartet in a
special community concert at 8 pm. in the Recital Hall, John Aird
Centre. Reception to follow. Tickets are free for the WLU com-
munity but must be reserved with the Faculty of Music (ext. 2150).
Ticket prices are $12.00 for adults and $8 for seniors. y
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WLU Students' Union / Student Publications
ELECTIONS!
Nomination packages now available for:
□15 Students' Union Board of Directors
□Vice-President: University Affairs
□President, Students' Union
□President, Student Publications
□6 Student Publications Board of Directors
Packages available in the Students' Union
office (3rd floor 5.U.8.). Nominations
close Friday January 31, 1992.
Get involved.,. make a difference!
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Come out to the
Students' Union Week o' Fun
Tuesday January 28...Information session in the
Turret, 11:30am-1pm on positions
opening in the Students' Union.
jA Wednesday January 29...0pen Forum in the concourse,
11am-I:3opm. Come and ask the
Board questions youmay have.
flHjflßt A Thursday January 30...Students' Union Fair
_ _
in the concourse, 11am-2pm.
acting was not fabulous and the
sparse setting and the omittance
of key parts in the text, such as
the play scene, were major
downfalls of the production.
When Theatre Laurier ad-
vertises a production I want and
expect to see fellow students.
Young Laurier actors and ac-
tresses should be given the op-
portunity to expand their talent
and should not be confined to
productions where the key roles
are performed by non-Laurier stu-
dents. I would rather see a
simpler production with WLUers
than a difficult play performed by
a professional; I can go to Strat-
ford for that.
becomes increasingly evident that
the paranoid aggression that
fuelled Fish's earlier efforts has
been largely dissipated. Early
lyrics were grimly introspective
and dripped with melancholy;
since then, the bile that j ■ mpted
his earliest rantings has ucn re-
placed by the more seasoned,
calm voice of a man who has
since found personal happiness.
The lyrics of Internal Exile
are more accessible to an un-
familiar audience than prior com-
positions tended to be. The leng-
thy soliloquys of his earlier days
have evolved into a more ab-
breviated style. Although the
songs seem less autobiographical
than before, one can not fault his
sincerity in making this album.
The second track, "Credo" is a
reflection on society's faults; al-
though this theme has been used
in countless other songs, "Credo"
is not a self-righteous criticism of
other people, but rather an accep-
tance of our own fallibilities.
Several the songs represent
the frailty of human relationships.
"Dear Friend" says what we
would like to say to old estranged
friends if only we had the courage
to. The indecision of friendship
is examined in "Just Good
Friends"; the song takes a
boy/girl friendship and ponders
the uncertainties of whether one
can be close friends or if some-
thing stronger might be possible.
The haunting "Tongues",
clearly the album's most aggres-
sive song, is directed at EMI, his
former record company. The
song pokes an accusatory finger
at the record company's
bureaucracy and their refuge be-
hind lawyer's terms. "Tongues"
is possibly the best track on the
album. The title track "Internal
Exile", is an anthem for Scotland,
a hymn to incite Scots to stand up
for their country's identity; the
notion of the British Empire is no
more than a vanity on England's
part, and Fish is saying that it
is time for Scotland to creep out
of England's wake and forge its
own future. Thank God he
doesn't live in Quebec.
Although Internal Exile is a
solo album, Fish does have a full
time band of two guitarists, a bas-
sist and a drummer. The group's
rhythm section, consisting of
drummer Ethan Johns and bassist
David Paton, is one of the
strongest I've heard. Their per-
cussiveness provides a well-
textured background for Fish's
theatrical vocals. The two guitar
players Robin Boult and Frank
Usher promote a Gilmouresque
guitar style, using sweeping
chords rather than a definite riff
structure. Their most notable gui-
tar part is the banshee-like wail of
divergent chords during the
chorus of "Tongues". Really at-
mospheric stuff.
The album is produced by
Chris Kimsey, noted primarily for
his successful work with The
Rolling Stones. The style of In-
ternal Exile is reminiscent of
Marillion's Clutching at Straws
album. Kimsey's touches make
Fish's voice sound more powerful
than in the past, and yet he sings
with a new found control. The
choleric debauchee of yesterday,
Fish has sold his angst and in-
vested in a more refined and
melodic expressiveness.
Internal Exile is a very even
effort, far more so than Vigil...,
Fish does not get over absorbed
in his own conceptual themes; his
lyrics retain some of the personal
insights, but he is abstracted
enough not to be totally en-
velopped by the piece. That is
not to say that he lacks integrity;
his love for Scotland is clear
throughout, and seems to be a
great source of motivation and in-
spiration. Although currently
available only as an import, a
North American release of Inter-
nal Exile is imminent, to be fol-
lowed by a promotional tour of
Canada and the United States.
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Shot Down on Court
by Rob Malich
Cord Sports
The past week was a long and
frustrating one for our men's bas-
ketball team, who lost a couple of
games to league strongholds
Guelph and Waterloo. Although
they played well and were very
much in both of the games until
the end, the two defeats dropped
their record to 1-3 in the tough
OUAA West Division.
The first game was at home
last Wednesday against defending
CIAU finalist Guelph, who have
many returnees (Tim Mau, Eric
Hammond) from last year's team.
A crowd of about 500, including
many Guelph fans and a cable 8
TV crew, saw a hard-fought, tight
defensive struggle for much of
the game.
Both teams seemed unable to
generate much offence early in
the game, as Guelph led by a
score of only 18-10 at the ten
minute mark. Missed op-
portunities, turnovers, poor shoot-
ing and fouls plagued both teams
as they struggled d trough a slug-
gish first half. Guelph picked it
up a bit after employing a half-
court press, which seemed to con-
fuse and frustrate the Hawks.
The Gryphons managed to
score 12 unanswered points to
take a seemingly commanding
30-10 lead, but the Hawks
rebounded through good defense
and turnovers to score 13 in a row
themselves and cut the deficit to
32-25. The lead was cut to four
just before halftime, but poor
decision-making in the final sec-
onds led to 6 Guelph points and a
40-30 halftime lead. "Going into
the dressing room, we were down
10 instead of 4, and that may
have been the turning point" ad-
mitted assistant coach Tom
O'Brien.
The second half started out at
a faster pace, with fast breaks
going each way, but again the
scoring was kept to a minimum.
Inaccurate shooting and solid
defensive rebounding on both
sides kept the score 52-42 for
Guelph at the ten minute mark.
The spread was still at ten
(65-55) with five minutes to go,
as the tenacious Hawks battled
the Gryphons tooth and nail.
However, as seems to always be
the case, they couldn't cut into
the lead or establish any offensive
scoring runs at key moments, and
eventually ended up losing 87-61.
The final score was not indicative
of the play, with most of the
deficit coming in the final couple
minutes, as Laurier had to open
up and take many 3-point
chances.
As in previous losses this
year, a key ingredient was
Laurier's lack of discipline and
foul trouble. Three of Laurier's
key big men (Alex Thornton,
Mario Venditti, Tom Pallin)
fouled out of the game, and their
absence made it tough coming
back against a team like Guelph.
"We tried to get some turnovers
with man-to-man, but they're a
tough team" said co-captain
Danny Deep; "they don't make
mistakes."
Another factor that seemed to
go against the Hawks was some
rather questionable officiating,
especially in the second half as
Laurier tried to come back. An
obvious push on guard Chris
Livingstone went uncalled and
prompted coach Gary Jeffries to
go into a Bobby Knight-like
tirade, throwing the ball and kick-
ing a chair in the process. The
crowd also became restless with
the officials, and many let their
feelings known with language not
suitable for this column.
Leading the way offensively
for Laurier was guard Danny
Deep with 16 points, and
rebounding honours went to Tom
Pallin with 9. The absence of
Shawn Roach, who is expected to
be out another couple of weeks
with an ankle injury, definitely
hurt in the latter category.
On Saturday, the Hawks
moved down the road to play
against cross-town rivals Water-
loo. An enthusiastic crowd of
about 1000 came out to the PAC
Building to watch an offensive
showdown, eventually won by
the Warriors 103-87.
Some early Laurier foul
trouble (what else is new?)
helped Waterloo take an early 26-
15 lead, but some good hustle by
the likes of Chris Livingstone and
Brad Johnston cut that lead to 39-
33. However, every time the
Hawks cut a lead to below ten,
they seemed to find a way to self-
destruct. Turnovers, poor shot se-
lection and again some
questionable refereeing restored
Waterloo's lead to 57-44 at
halftime.
The second half was similar
to the first, as the Hawks twice
cut the lead to below ten but
could not penetrate further. A late
Waterloo surge put the game out
of reach, with the Warriors break-
ing the century mark in their 103-
87 victory.
Leading the way for the War-
riors was all-star Sean
VanKoughnett, who scored 28
points from all over the court and
Lots o'shots: not enough points. Pic: Eda Diliso
The 'Jays in Kitchener?
by Jason Herod
Cord Sports
This past Tuesday, the
Toronto Blue Jays Caravan took a
pit stop at the Edelweiss Tavern
in Kitchener. Joining the Caravan
this year were 1991 Gold Glove
Award winners Roberto Alomar
and Devon White, along with
Candy Maldonado, Pat Tabler,
and Duane Ward. Pitching Coach
Galen Cisco and radio broad-
casters Tom Cheek and Jerry
Howarth joined the players on
their Kitchener visit as well.
The most popular player by
far was Roberto Alomar. Dressed
in a flashy silk print shirt, Alomar
could not be seen for the dozens
of media representatives sur-
rounding him, along with
numerous autograph-seeking
fans.
Alomar, who compiled a .295
batting average, along with 9
home runs and 69 Runs Batted In,
had the second-best stolen base
percentage in the American
League(B2.B%) and stole third
base 21 times out of 22 attempts.
He also was second in total
putouts at second base en route to
his first Gold Glove Award, and
the title of Toronto Blue Jays'
Player of the Year.
Candy Maldonado appeared
to be avoiding the mob, but I
don't know anyone who would
enjoy answering the same ques-
tions a thousand times a day for a
week straight. Candy had an im-
pressive year(.277, 7 HR, 27
RBI) in his 52 games with the
Blue Jays this season. This all but
secured his position in the out-
field this upcoming season.
Joining Maldonado in the
field this year will be Joe Carter
and Devon White, with Syracuse
prospect Derek Bell and super-
veteran Dave Winfield getting
spot starts to give one of the Big
Three a day off.
Devon White, the other Gold
Glove recipient on the Blue Jays,
had a career year, batting .282
with 17 HR, 60 RBI, and 33 SB
in the lead-off role with the Jays
this season. Devo, making only
one error on the year, won his
third career Gold Glove, ranking
him as one of the top centre
fielders in baseball. His fielding
percentage of .998 was the best in
all of baseball.
Duane Ward, the best closer
in baseball, as said by Galen
Cisco in a roundabout fashion,
led the AL in appearances with
81. He took over the role as the
Blue Jays' stopper this season
when Tom Henke went down
with a groin injury near the be-
ginning of the year. In 81 games,
Ward blew just two save op-
portunities racking up an Earned
Run Average of 2.77 with 132
strike outs in 107.1 Innings
Pitched and only 33 Walks. He
solidifies possibly the best pitch-
ing staff in the major leagues.
Pat Tabler, a well-travelled
veteran, gave the Jays a leader on
and off the field. Coming over
from the Kansas City Royals,
Tabler brought the combined
knowledge of playing with super-
stars such as Willie Wilson,
Danny Tartabull, Bo Jackson, and
George Brett.
Tabler missed the all-time
Blue Jays' pinch hit record by
two(ll) in a single season, while
hitting .250(29-116) as the club's
Designated Hitter. Tabler will
once again see limited action this
season as a DH and first
baseman, but he adds a winning
attitude to a team that has all but
lacked that in the past.
The most interesting person in
the Caravan was Galen Cisco, the
Team's pitching coach. He ans-
wered every question aimed his
way with enthusiasm and even
gave me a few hints regarding
next year's line-up.
Possibly look for an old Blue
Jay, Alfredo Griffin, to show up
on the line-up card this season.
Also, the pitching rotation should
look something like this - Jack
Morris, Dave Stieb, Jimmy Key,
Juan Guzman, and either a
healthy David Wells, or Todd
Stottlemyre.
All in all, this season looks
like a championship season in the
making pending any serious in-
juries - knock on astroturf. If the
gaping hole at short-stop is filled,
and Dave Stieb's and Cito
Gaston'sailing back problems are
remedied, the question remains
the same - Is there anyone who
can stop the Boys In Blue?!?!?
Editor's Note: This was written
by a Jays fan .. trying to blow
smoke up their ass. Personally I'd
rather see the Reds or Red Sox in
town. Oh, well.
cont'd on page 23
Ladies Drop Two Close Ones
by JeffDragich
Cord Sports
The Lady Hawk basketball
team had a rough time last week,
dropping both their games against
division rivals Guelph and Water-
loo, dealing a serious blow to
their playoff aspirations.
Guelph 58, LAURIER 46
The Hawks suffered a tough
loss in the A.C. last Wednesday,
losing a game that was much
closer than the final score indi-
cates.
They were in the lead through
most of the game and appeared
poised to pull off a big win.
Spurred by solid team rebounding
and scoring runs by Janice Field
and Sue Eagleson, Laurier held
the lead at the half, 23-19.
The lead had expanded to 10,
34-24 with 14:50left in the game.
However, the wheels fell off
when Field was sent to the bench
with four fouls with 11 minutes
remaining and a 37-30 lead.
The Gryphons grabbed the
momentum, and went on a 28-9
run to close out the game.
Guelph took the lead for good
at 46-44 with 3:11 remaining,
after a Field triple had tied the
score. The Hawks then resorted to
fouling to stop the clock, and the
Gryphons responded by making
most of their shots, and getting a
number of offensive rebounds on
the majority of their misses,
resulting in the lopsided final
score.
"I was disappointed we lost,"
said Hawk coach Sue Lindley.
"We had a 10 point lead. It kind
of fell apart in the last ten
minutes.
"There is no question Janice's
foul situation, having to take her
out, had an impact on the players
on the floor. I think it was still
anybody's game in the last two
minutes.
"I don't think the score is in-
dicative of the closeness of the
game. The strategy is to foul, and
they rebounded the misses."
Field was the Hawks' leading
scorer with 19 points. Eagleson
added 10, and Tiffany Bunning
chipped in 7 points and 12
rebounds.
Lindley was pleased with
some aspects of the game. "Sue
Eagleson had a really good
game," she said. "It was the first
time this year she took the ball to
the basket, and it paid off. She
finished with 10 points, and she
went to the free throw line regu-
larly.
"Janice had a real hot hand all
game. She was three for four
from the three-point line, and 57
percent from the floor overall."
Waterloo 59, LAURIER 42
On Saturday, the Hawks
travelled up University Avenue
for another edition of this cross-
town rivalry.
The Hawks came out flat in
this one. They fell behind early
and were unable to catch up.
They trailed the Athenas 22-13
ten minutes into the game, and
32-22 at intermission.
Poor shooting plagued the
Laurier squad, as they managed
just 30 percent from the floor for
the contest. Top scorers for thePump fake, then stick it baby! Pic: Jen Kuntz
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controlled much of the boards.
Many other Warriors also con-
tributed to the victory, including
Alex Urosevic, whose outside
shooting killed many Hawk
comebacks. Waterloo was able to
penetrate Laurier's defence and
exploited the base line on far too
many occasions.
The Hawks were led by Chris
Livingstone, who played an in-
spired game and hustled through-
out, scoring 21 points in the pro-
cess. Danny Deep had 17. and
Tom Pallin added 14, and the lat-
ter was also a leading rebounder
along with Brad Johnston, who
gave a total effort whenever he
was in the game.
Despite his strong per-
formance, Livingstone wasn't
happy with the outcome, saying
"until we beat one of those teams,
we can't be satisfied. We have
the talent to win; it's just not ac-
ceptable."
Coach Jeffries echoed his
guard's statements, and added
that "we didn't go inside as much
as we wanted to; we just didn't
execute well enough. We're
anxious to play them again
though."
The Hawks will get their
chance for revenge against the
Warriors on Feb. 5, but in the
meantime play two tough games
again this week. On Wednesday,
they travel to St. Catherines to
play Brock in what Livingstone
calls "the biggest game of the
year. Brock's a tough team and
we don't want to go 1-4."
On Saturday Jan. 25 at 2:00,
the Hawks are at home to West-
ern in another "must-win" game
against a tough opponent. Your
support at the A.C. is appreciated,
as the hated "'Stangs are again a
force to be reckoned with.
Hawks Put On Ice
by GeoffThureson
Cord Sports
The Hawks finished up their road
trip last weekend in Guelph on
the 16th and in Sudbury on the
20th. They are coming home on
a two game winless streak, after
losing to Guelph 2-1 and tying
Laurentian 4-4. The Hawky
Hawks are now sitting at 9-4-3
and in third place, behind Water-
loo and Western.
When asked for comment on
the recent play of the team,
Coach Gowing felt the team had
done fairly well recently consid-
ering the circumstances. Recent
injuries have forced a line-
shakeup and unfamiliarity be-
tween the new linemates. The
long road trip-the Hawks played
four straight away from the cozy
confines of the Bubble-was a bit
disappointing for Gowing. He
had hoped to escape with a .500
record, but came up one point
short.
The third place standing is a
comfortable one for the Coach.
Though he feels there is room for
improvement, especially in the
scoring department, Gowing
thinks the team is playing good
hockey. The Hawks have a game
against Western and two against
Waterloo coming up, so a late
charge for second place is not out
of the question, but Wayne
doesn't want to put that kind of
pressure of the team. His
thoughts are mostly on bringing
the play of the team up a notch or
two and gearing up for the fast-
approaching play-offs.
Players that were singled out
for having outstanding seasons
were forwards Sean Davidson,
Mark McCreary and Mike Dahle,
along with pointmen Marc Lyons
and Larry Ruschin. Two players
that should be added to this Ust, at
least in my opinion, are Smitty
"Kizmet" Kulafofski and Big
Mark Strohack.
The next home game for the
Hawkey Hawks is Thursday the
23rd, when the Brock Badgers
come to town. Game starts at
7:30, so make sure you're there.
(What kind of name is
BADGERS for a hockey team
any-way?)
Hawkey Hawks aren't always breaking away File Photo
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EYE IN THESKY
j HAVE YOU
WANTED TO
TELL THE
EDITOR OF THE
CORD WHAT TO
DO...
AND DE
ODEYED?
The WLU Student Publications
Board of Directors is the
administrative body that
oversees the operations of The
Cord and the Keystone
yearbook. The call is outfor
nominations for a president and
six directors to make up next
year's Board.
It should be you.
You have one more dayto put
your name on the ballot.
Everythingyou need is in the
Students' Union offices, 2nd
floorS.U.B.
1 Do it. I
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What the HELL were they THINKING?
by Mike Krunic and Jamie
Lanoue
Cord Sports
- Whopping 10 player deal be-
tween Calgary and Toronto. Cliff
Fletcher continues to shuffle his
cards getting rid of problem
players Gary "Semen" Leeman,
Alexander "the human pylon"
Godynyuk, and Michel "I'm on
the road again" Petit. We've got
no complaints on the play of Jeff
Reese during his days as a Leaf.
(Let's face it, it's never been easy
playing between the pipes in
Toronto.) The saddest part of the
trade is seeing Craig Berube
leave. Being one of the few
players that played with some
heart night in and night out,
(scoring goals, playing the body
and scrapping) Berube quickly
became a fan favourite. Couldn't
the Leafs have given up Lucien "I
thought the net was 10 feet wide"
Deblois, Claude "Lucien told me
the net was 10 feet wide"
Loiselle, Brian "the scoring
slump King" Bradley, and Mike
"stone-hands" Krushelnyski in-
stead of Berube.
- Speaking of "stone-hands"
Krushelnyski; How much are the
Leafs paying this bum? $400,000
a year! How can a guy as big as
him be so fucking invisible in a
hockey game? He doesn't hit, he
doesn't score, he doesn't play
defence! If you could trust one
person to go into a corner with
eggs in his pockets, Krushelnyski
would be your man. (And he'll
only charge you $400,000 a
year!)
- However, the big positives of
this trade are having Dougie "I
could even set up Deblois" Gil-
mour, and Jamie "I didn't mean
to break his jaw" Macoun in
Toronto.
- The excitement of the trade
combined with yet another
Wendel Clark return has given
the Leafs some much needed
spark. You gotta love Clarkie's
goal-a-game pace. Just imagine
(imagine real hard) what this guy
could do in 80 games!
- If you like to see goal scoring,
last Saturday's All-Star game was
another entertaining offensive
bonanza. But it would have been
nice to see the occasional
hit(especially one on Mogilny).
To spice things up in the future
why not have an All-Star goon on
each team to square off against
each other: i.e. Mick Vukota vs.
Bob Probert (provided the game
is played in the U.S. so Bob
doesn't have to cross the border).
And screw the American pansies
who hate the sight of violence in
hockey.
- Speaking of American pansies,
the Super Bowl is coming up this
Sunday. We hope the most excit-
ing part of the game is not going
to be the much awaited Michael
Jordan/Bugs Bunny commercial!
Last year's late second thriller
was a refreshing change from the
blowouts we'vecome to expect.
- While we're on football, thumbs
up to the Western Mustang's
wide receiver Tyrone Williams
for his great performance in the
American college Senior Bowl.
- On a local note, there was a big
upset in the Tamiae Hockey
League as freshmen San Jose
knocked off undefeated Calgary.
A New Champion
Mark The Mauler
Cord Sports
Before I give you any Royal Rumble results I
want to know who this "Crippler" guy is who ap-
peared in last week's issue of the Cord. Look Crip-
pler, this is my wrestling column and if you don't
stay out you're the one who is going to be crippled!
A strange sequence of events unfolded this past
weekend with Bret "Hitman" Hart losing the Inter-
continental Championship on Friday to the Mountie
Jauques Rogeau due to a 104 degree fever. Hart is
probably injured for real and therefore could not at-
tend the Rumble on Sunday. This incident left the
I.C. title match open for a challenger, an opening
which was filled and won by the kilt-bearer
"Rowdy" Roddy Piper!
In other matches Legion of Doom lost to the
Natural Disasters by countout and thus retained
their World Tag-Team Championship, the New
Foundation overcame Orient Express and the
Beverly Brothers based the Bushwackers.
Now let's get to the real meat of this week's
column: The Royal Rumble. After drawing #3 out
of a possible 30 in the Rumble draw, after ousting
five wrestlers singlehandedly, after every new
participant in the ring coming after him, after last-
ing over 62 consecutive minutes, after setting a new
record for the longest lasting competitor in the
Rumble, after receiving just about every type of
punishment possible in wrestling, the new WWF
World Champion is none other than -
Whooooooooooo! Ric Flair!
In a post-match interview Flair seemed very
reserved as he stated that "This is the greatest mo-
ment of my life...you're not the real world champ
until you're the WWF champ!" This was enough
for the Mauler to think that Hair was going to have
a change of attitude - which would make sense in
light of what happened in the closing moments of
the Rumble: Sid Justice eliminated Hogan, Hogan
then became upset and grabbed Justice's arm from
outside, Flair then eliminated Justice with the help
of Hogan - leaving Hair as the champ. Hogan and
Justice then entered the ring and began shoving
each other around as the crowd cheered for Justice!
The Mauler expects Flair to face Justice in Wrest-
lemania VIII for the WWF World Championship,
but Justice might become a vicious rulebreaker be-
fore then!
Tune in next week fans when the Mauler will
have news on WWF newcomers Owen Hart and
Chris Chavis.
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SUPER BOWL: 'Skins or Bills?
by Rob Malich
Here are two different picks
about the Super Bowl this
weekend. Hopefully they will
help you with your Super Bowl
picks.
Why Buffalo will WIN!
In the upcoming Super Bowl
on Sunday, I am going out on a
limb and predicting the Buffalo
Bills will come out on top. Now
before anyone decides to have me
committed, I will give my reasons
why I believe Buffalo will take
home its first Super Bowl
championship.
First of all, the game is being
played indoors and on artificial
turf, which is an advantage for
teams that employ Buffalo's style
of run-and-gun, no-huddle of-
fence. In these climate-controlled
conditions, Jim Kelly should be
able to use the short passing game
to his liking, and receivers like
Andre Reed and James Lofton,
who are used to the artificial turf,
have to come through and
succeed if Buffalo is to have any
chance of winning.
Secondly, Buffalo's defence
is one of the best in the league,
shown by the fact that they held
Denver to seven points last week.
Washington has not met a
defence of this calibre since their
last regular season game against
Philadelphia, a game they
eventually lost. The two week
break between games has been
beneficial to this beaten-up gang,
especially Bruce Smith, whose
wonky knees needed the rest.
The Bills need a big game from
this all-star defensive end, as well
as from the excellent core of
linebackers led by Cornelius Ben-
nett and Darryl Talley. However,
the biggest contribution may have
to come from the secondary, who
must be wary of Mark Rypien's
ability the throw the long ball. If
they can control Washington's
big play tendencies, the Bills
have a very good chance of win-
ning.
The third factor favouring
Buffalo is experience. Having
been to the "big show" and know-
ing what to expect, the Bills can
concentrate better on the task at
hand and avoid all the distrac-
tions. Key people like Jim Kelly
and Thurman Thomas played
well in last year's game, and if it
wasn't for the Giants' ball control
offence and Norwood's missed
field goal, the Bills would have
easily won.
To go hand-in-hand with ex-
perience is the desire and motiva-
tion to win, and the Bills have
plenty of that. After last year's
disappointment, Buffalo has been
psyched all year to get back into
the big game, looking to make
some positive amends this time
around. Nobody feels this more
than placekicker Scott Norwood,
who would love to atone for his
47-yard tragedy in Super Bowl
XXV (although I hope and pray
he never gets the chance to!).
Finally, I think Buffalo will
win because, well heck, I feel
sorry for the people of the Queen
City. After years of frustration
dealing with failed expectations
from the Bills and especially the
Sabres, the sports fans in the area
deserve something to actually be
proud about. I mean, they do
happen to LIVE in Buffalo,
which in many cases would be
punishment enough. Bowling is
the area's second favourite
pastime next to arson, and a Bills'
championship may actually
deflect the reality of their chosen
place of existence.
Final score : Buffalo 24
Washington 20
Washington will KICK ASS!
by Byron 'Tank' Wickham and
Maricus Pallettus
Ten reasons why I know the
'Skins will reign supreme in the
Super Bowl: Byner, Ervins,
Gibbs, Green, Lohmiller, Mann,
Marshall, Riggs, The Posse
(Clark, Monk, Sanders) and last
but not least-the HOGS!
Really, that is all that needs to
be said, but being a bigmouth I
must say more.
Going to the Metrodome in
Minnesota is not what I would
call good turf for the Super Bowl.
The natural stuff is where it's at.
It does not matter though, the
Hogs will chew up the artificial
t'orf just as well. And the 'Skins
running game will look like track
and field day at public school-lots
of running!
Washington has so many
backs to choose from-Ervins,
Byner and Riggs' that they will
never tire in the game. The Hogs
have shown their stamina all year
and you can count on their
adrenaline to be off the map for
this game.
Then there is Rypien. The Ca-
nadian boy done good. Well,
what can be said. He's due for a
good pay increase next year and
he is a nice guy. Anything else?
Well, he can throw long, short,
medium, over the middle, any-
where you want. His pinpoint
passing has been a big asset all
year and look to him for another
big game (after the Hogs are done
their version of Smash 'em up
Derby).
That brings us to The Posse.
Gary Clark, Art Monk, and Ricky
Sanders. These guys will go
short, long, over the middle any-
where the ball is thrown to make
a catch (especially against the
twenty-seventh ranked 'D' in the
NFL)
. And they cannot be in-
timidated. They have been there
before and they never seem to get
hurt. They are yet another con-
sistent part of the Redskins team.
Then there is ... oh, I forgot
about defense. I figured the
'Skins will score so much they
won't need one. Then again they
have a great 'D'. Along the line
with Charles Mann, in the middle
with Wilbur Marshall and back in
the secondary with Darrel Green,
the 'Skins have the best 'D' in the
NFL-bar none.
Even if all of this fails them
(which it won't), the 'Skins still
have an ace in the hole-Coach Joe
Gibbs. Famous for his 20 hour
work days, this man scconds only
to Bill Walsh in the genius
category for offensive strategy.
And there is no one better in the
league than him in terms of
motivation.
The Washington Redskins
have it all. The complete pack-
age. No one can touch them-not
even the Bills.
Final Score: Washington 38
Buffalo 14
Redskins will dominate like the 49ers. pic: Sports Illustrated
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Hawks were Bunning with 12,
and Field with 9.
Lindley talked about the loss.
"I don't think there were any
glaring mistakes in the game. We
ran our offence well enough and
got pretty good shots. But the
name of the game is putting the
ball in the basket, and we didn't
shoot that well.
"We're still making too many
mistakes on offence, however.
Most of our errors are decision-
making errors. And the errors are
a result of lack of experience.
We're still learning how to read
defences and get 3 or 4 people on
the court to do the same thing
against the same defence.
"We've improved a lot in that
area. We're not at the point
where, last year, on 50 percent of
our possessions we'd make a bad
decision and lose the ball, not
getting a shot. This year, we're
good on 65 to 70 percent of the
possessions, but that's still not
good enough. Our execution on
offence isn't clean enough, it isn't
precise enough."
LOOSE FEATHERS: Lindley
said the Guelph game particularly
hurt the Hawks' playoff chances.
"The loss was disappointing,
from the point of view that it was
a must-win game for us on our
home court. Guelph is one of the
teams we're competing with for a
playoff spot. So that loss puts us
behind the eight-ball.
"The only good thing is that
Waterloo has to come back here.
We'll have to play much better to
beat them."
The Hawks have two home
games in the next week. They
host the Western Mustangs on
Saturday, the fifth-ranked team in
the country, at 4 pm. McMaster
visits the A.C. at 6 pm on Wed-
nesday.
THL Report: BIG Upset
by Rob Hums
Cord Sports
It was considered for TSN's
Pepto-Bismol Upset of the Week,
so monumental the defeat. Last
Thursday in the Labatt's Tamiae
Hockey League San Jose, a team
whose nucleus consists of first-
year Nils Willison Hall residents,
upset Calgary -- current Mullin-
Nesbitt Cup champions and be-
fore this game undefeated in the
regular season - by a score of 4-
2.
Despite looking somewhat
sluggish, Calgary took an early 1-
0 lead with a goal by THL scor-
ing leader Bill Gourley. Calgary's
Frank Giannone kept his team
ahead for the remainder of the pe-
riod with some dazzling saves, in-
cluding two on breakaways. But
San Jose's Mark McWhirten tied
the midway through the second
period, and then San Jose, play-
ing with tons of emotion, took
command with quick goals by
Jason Holman and Jamie Lanoue.
Calgary made it 3-2 late in the
third period on a goal by Dave
McGowan, but would come no
closer as Holman sealed the big
victory with an empty-netter.
San Jose displayed what Cal-
gary took the championship with
last season: the equation of solid
team play, emotion, and hard
work equals success. Calgary
showed none of that on Thursday,
but this loss may have been the
wake-up call that reminds them
what made them the best team in
the league. Meanwhile, San Jose
has demonstrated that they can
play with anyone in the THL -
they are now tied for third place
overall - and that Calgary can be
beaten, a fact that all other teams
in the league will now point out.
OTTAWA 10 WINNIPEG 2
Ottawa now has a share of
first place and remains the only
undefeated team in the THL with
this big win over Winnipeg. Mike
Stulac continued his chase of the
league scoring title with one goal
and four assists to bring his point
total to 15, while Alan Avery has
finally broken out of his scoring
slump by doubling his output
with four goals and one assist.
Greg Rickwood added two goals
and one assist for Ottawa.
Jamie Gregg scored his fourth
and fifth goals of the season for
Winnipeg, while goaltender Russ
Fraser played brilliantly despite
the score.
VANCOUVER 4 TORONTO 0
Two rejuvenated squads hit
the ice in this contest but it was
Vancouver who prevailed 4-0 in a
chippy affair. Paul Mammoliti,
looking like the player we re-
membered from last season,
scored the hat-trick for Van-
couver, while Vance Raeside
added the other Vancouver goal.
Jeff Lynch recorded his first
shutout of the season.
TAMPA BAY 8 EDMONTON 0
Tampa Bay bounced back
from a tie and a loss in their pre-
vious two starts with this 8-0 vic-
tory against Edmonton, who con-
tinue to be hurt by a lack of scor-
ing punch. Tim Scott had one
goal and four assists for Tampa
Bay, while Kevin Watts, Cray
Ellis, Ross Richardson, and Larry
Lamanna had three points each.
Jamie Shaw recorded his league-
leading second shutout of the sea-
son.
ICE CHIPS
Labatt's Players of the Week for
the- first two weeks of 1992 are
Paul Mammoliti of Vancouver
and Jason Holman of San Jose.
Mammoliti has returned to last
season's form with five goals in
his team's last two games. Hol-
man scored twice in San Jose's
upset of Calgary Dates are
being finalized for each THL
team's hospitality night at
Labatt's Kuntz House and for the
annual year-end THL banquet.
HAWK OF THE WEEK
MARK McCREARY - HOCKEY Mark McCreary scored the loneHawk goal on Thursday versus Guelph and played an excellent gameSaturday as the Hawkey Hawks tied 4-4 against Laurentian. A thirdyear Arts student from Westport, Mark has had a super season so far*
a strong consistent player on the wing, look for more to come from'Mark.
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